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Introduction.
Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group defined over an algebraically closed
field F of characteristic not 2. Denote the Lie algebra of G by g.
In this paper we shall classify the isomorphism classes of ordered pairs of
commuting involutorial automorphisms of G. lbis is shown to be independent of the
characteristic of F and can be applied to describe all locally semisimple symmetric
spaces together with their fine structure.
Involutorial automorphisms of g occur on several places in the literature. Cartan
already showed that for F = C, the isomorphism classes of involutorial
automorphisms of g correspond bijectively to the isomorphism classes of real
semisimple Lie algebras, which correspond in their tum to the isomorphism classes of
Riemannian symmetric spaces (see Helgason (11)). If one lifts this involution to the
group G, then the present work gives a characteristic free description of these
isomorphism classes. In a similar manner locally semisimple symmetric spaces
correspond to pairs of commuting involutorial automorphisms of g. Namely let
(g 0 ,a) be a locally semisimple symmetric pair, i.e. g0 is a real semisimple Lie algebra
and a E Aut(g0 ) an involution. By a result of Berger [2], there exists for every
involution a EAut(g0 ) a Cartan involution 8 of g0 , such that a8 = 8a. These
involutions induce a pair of commuting involutions of g. Conversely, if a,8EAut(g)
are commuting involutions, then a and 8 determine two locally semisimple symmetric
pairs. For if u is a a- and 8-stable compact real form with conjugation -r, then
(g9pa Ig.,) and (g.,.,.,8 In..) are locally semisimple symmetric pairs where
g/JT = {XEgj(JT(X) = X} and g.,.,. = {XEgja-r(X) = X} .
These pairs are called dual. To get a correspondence with these locally symmetric
pairs we consider ordered pairs of involutions and let (8,a) correspond to the first and
(a,8) to the second.
So let a,8EAut(G) be commuting involutions and let G., resp. G 9 denote the
group of fixed points of a resp. 8. For a a- and 8-stable torus T of G we write
and Ti = {tETJ8(t) = C 1 } 0 •
The second torus is called a 8-split torus of G. Similarly we define T: and T;. The
torus (T;) 8 = {tETja(t)=8(t)=C 1 } 0 is called (a,8)-split and is denoted by T;,-9 •
Denote the set of characters, the set of roots and the Weyl group of T with respect to
G by respectively, x• (T), <l>(T) and W(T). We use the notation e for the set of
Int(G)-isomorphism classes of ordered pairs of commuting involutions of G and the
notation ~T,W) for the set of W(T)-conjugacy classes of ordered pairs of commuting
involutions of (X* (T), <l>(T)), where T is a maximal torus of G.
The idea is now to construct a map from e to ~T,W) (for a fixed maximal torus
T) and to classify its image and the fibers. In order to construct such a map one
could take in any class c of ea representative (a,8) such that Tis a- and 8-stable and
consider the W(T)-conjugacy class of (a IT,8 IT). However this leaves too much
freedom for the choice of (a,8). Different representatives of the class c in(?. stabilizing
T, can induce different classes in ~T,W). Hence we have to demand more properties
of the representative.
In the case of a single involution (i.e. a = 8) one has two possible choices.
Namely one can require of the representative (8,8) of c that T/ is a maximal torus of
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-2G8 or that Ti is a maximal 0-split torus of G. Cartan used the first choice to
classify the real semisimple Lie algebras. For Riemannian symmetric spaces however
the second choice is more natural, because there is a natural notion of roots of
symmetric spaces. These coincide with the non-zero restrictions of roots of <l>(T) to
Ti. Moreover this second characterization determines also the restricted root system
together with multiplicities of the root spaces. Araki [I] followed this method to
classify the Riemannian symmetric spaces.
To classify the locally semisimple symmetric pairs, Berger [2] made a choice
analogous to Cartan, but did not obtain any results concerning the fine structure of
those spaces. Our choice is similar to that of Araki. To be more specific, we call a
pair (a,O) normally related to T if T is a- and 0-stable and if T;,8 , T;, Ti are
respectively maximal (a,0)-split, a-split and 0-split. As in the case of a single
involution, <l>(T;,8 ) is the natural root system of the corresponding symmetric pair.
Every class in
contains a pair (a,O) which is normally related T (see (5.19)).
Denoting the center of G by Z(G), we have furthermore:

e

5.16. Theorem. Let (a 1,Oi) and (a2,02) be pairs of involutorial automorphisms of G,
normally related to T. Then (a 1,0 1) IT and (a2,02) IT are conjugate under W(T) if and
only if there exists t:ET;,8 with t: 2 EZ(G) such that (a2,02) is isomorphic to
(a1 ,81 lnt(t:)).

The elements t:ET;,o such that
can define now a mapping

t:2 EZ(G) are called quadratic elements of T;,o. We
P:

e - a::w.n

(see (5.19)). Denote the image of p by A and the fibers above p((a,O)) by 0:a,O). The
ordered pairs of commuting involutions of (X (T),<l>(T)), whose class in 0::T,W) is
contained in A, are called admissible.
The W(T)-conjugacy classes of admissible pairs of commuting involutions of
(X (T), <l>(T)) can be described by a diagram, which can be obtained by gluing
together two diagrams of admissible involutions under a combinatorical condition on
the simple roots (see (7.11) and (7.16)). From this one obtains all the fine structure of
the corresponding locally semisimple symmetric pair. As to the classification of the
classes in 0:a,O), it suffices to give a set of quadratic elements of a maximal (a,0)-split
torus A of G, representing the classes in 0:a,0).:,_ These quadratic elements can be
described by using a basis of <l>(A). Namely let A be a basis of <l>(A) and {Yx he 6 a
dual basis in X.{._A), the set of multiplicative one param~ter subgroups of A. If
t:x = Yx(-1), AEA, then t:X = e. There exists a subset A1 CA such that {t:xhE 4 , J_s a
set of quadratic elements representing the classes in 0:a,O). This subset A1 of A is
determined by the action of the restricted Weyl group ~(A) on the group of
quadratic elements of A and the signatures of the roots in A (see (8.13) and (8.25) ).
This completes the classification.
Finally we note that every class 0:a,O) contains a unique class of standard pairs
(see (6. 13)). This seems to be the natural class to start with in the analysis on these
symmetric spaces. For example, if a= 0, then the standard pair in 0:0,0) is (0,0),
which corresponds to a Riemannian symmetric space and the other pairs in 0:0,0)
correspond to the K,-spaces described in [18].
A brief summary of the contents is as follows. After some preliminaries in
0

0

-3section I, we derive all the properties needed about root systems with involutions in
section 2. The sections 3 and 4 deal with the classification of single involutorial
automorphisms. The method of classification, presented here, simplifies the work of
Araki [I] and Sugiura [22,appendix]. In section 5 we characterize the isomorphism
classes of pairs of commuting involutions on a maximal torus as above. In section 6
we show that for a maximal (a,0)-split torus A of G, the set <l>(A) is a root system
and introduce the standard pair. The classification of admissible pairs of commuting
involutions of (X*(T),<l>(T)) is treated in section 7,where also all the fine structure is
derived. A set of quadratic elements characterizing the classes in ef...a,O) is given in
section 8. In section 9 we discuss the relations between ordered pairs of commuting
involutions and locally semisimple symmetric spaces.
Recently Oshima-Sekiguchi [ 19] also determined the restricted root system of a
locally semisimple symmetric pair, based on the classification of Berger. Some of this
fine structure of a locally semisimple symmetric pair can be found also in
Hoogenboom [13].
1. Preliminaries and recollections.

1. 1. Let F denote an algebraically closed field of characteristic =,c= 2. We use as our
basic references for algebraic groups the books of Humphreys [14] and Springer [24]
and we shall follow their notations and terminology. Throughout this paper G will
denote a connected reductive linear algebraic group, defined over F . For any closed
subgroup H of G, denote its Lie algebra by the corresponding (lower case) German
letter fJ and write H 0 for the identity component. The center of H will be denoted by
Z(H).

For a subtorus T of H let X*(T) denote the additively written group of rational
characters of T and X.(T) the group of rational one-parameter multiplicative
subgroups of T, i.e. the group of homomorphisms ( of algebraic groups ) : GL 1-T.
X*(T) can be put in duality with X.(T) by a pairing < .,. > defined as follows: if
xEX.(T), AEX.(T), then x(A(t)) = t<x,i\ > for all tEF•. The torus Tacts on the Lie
algebra fJ of H by the adjoint representation. For a Ex• (T) let 1Ja denote the weight
space for the character a on 1) and let <I>(T, H) denote the set of roots of H with respect
to T, i.e. <I>(T, H) is the set of non-trivial characters a Ex• (T) such that 1Ja =,c= 0 . Set
W(T,H) = NH(T) / ZH(T), where
NH(T) = {xEH IxTx- 1 CT} ,
ZH(T) = {xEHlxt = tx for all tET} .
If H is connected, W(T,H) is called the Wey/ group of H relative to T. It is a finite
group, which acts on T, X*(T) and X.(T). Moreover the set of roots <I>(T,H) is stable
under the action of W(T,H) on X*(T). In the case H = G we shall write <I>(T) for
<l>(T,G) and W(T) for W(T,G).
If T is a torus of G such that <I>(T) is a root system in the subspace of
x•(T)©zR spanned by <l>(T) and if W(T) is the corresponding Weyl group, then for
each aE<l>(T) the subgroup Ga= Z0 ((Kera)0 ) is nonsolvable. If we choose now
na ENa. (T) - Za. (T) and let Sa be the element of W(T) defined by Ila, then there
exists a unique one parameter subgroup av EX.(T) such that <a,av > = 2 and
sa(x) = x - <x,av >a (xEX*(T)). We call av the coroot of a and denote the set
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of these a v in X.(T) by 4>(T) v . We have a bijection of 4>(T) onto 4>(T) v.
For x,yEG denote the commutator xyx- y- 1 by (x,y). If A, Bare subgroups of
G, the subgroup of G generated by all (x,y), x EA, y EB will be denoted by (A,B).
1.2. Involutorial automorphisms of G.

Let OEAut(G) be an involutorial automorphism of G, i.e. n2 = id . We denote the
automorphism of g, induced by O also by O and write K = G0 = {x E GI O(x) = x} for
the group of fixed points of O . This is a closed, reductive subgroup of G (see Yust
(31,§1)). If F = C then G/K is the complexification of a space G(R) / K(R) with
G(R)-invariant Riemannian structure. Here G(R) (resp. K(R)) denotes the set of Rrational points of G (resp. K.)
For a 0-stable subgroup H of G let S0 (H) = {hO(h)- 1 I hEH}. In the case
H = G, we shall also write S0 ( or S) for So(G). The group G acts transitively on S 0
by g•x = gxlJ(g)- 1.
1.3. Proposition. So is a closed connected subvariety of G and the map g-g•e induces
an isomorphism of affine G-varieties: G!K - So.

This is proved in Richardson [20,2.4]
1.4. 9-split tori.

Let T be a 8-stable torus of G. (Recall that according to a result of Steinberg [27,7.5],
there exists a 0-stable torus T of G.) If we write Tt = (TnK)0 and
Ti = {xET IIJ(x) = x- 1}0 , then it is easy to verify that the product map
T, /J,(t1,t2) = t1t2
is a separable isogeny. So in particular T = Tt .Ti and Tt nTi is a finite group.
(In fact it is an elementary abelian 2-group.) If Tis a torus in a 8-stable subgroup H
of G, then the automorphisms of 4>(T,H) and W(T,H) induced by IJ IH will also be
denoted by 8.
A torus A of G is called 0-split if O(a) = a- 1 for every a EA. These tori are
called 0-anisotropic in Yust (31] and Richardson (20]. We prefer the former
terminology, because if F = C, then A is a split torus, defined over R, with respect to
the real structure defined by 0-r, where -r is the complex conjugation with respect to a
compact real form of G invariant under 8.
,
If (} =I=- id, then non-trivial 8-split tori exist (see Yust (31,§1)), so in particular
there are maximal ones. The following result can be found in Yust (31 ,§1]:
µ : Tt X Ti -

1.5. Proposition. Let A be a maximal split torus of G. Then:
(1) A is the unique fJ-split torus of Za(A);
(2) (Za(A),Za(A))CK0 and Za(A) is the almost direct product ofZK(A)0 and A;
(3) IfT is a maximal fJ-split torus of G, containing A. then Tis fJ-stable.
Moreover all maximal fJ-split tori of G are conjugate under K0 and so are all maximal
tori of G containing a maximal fJ-split torus of G.
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1.6. Proposition. Let A be a maximal 8-split torus of G and let Ea denote the
vectorsubspace of X (A)®zR spanned by cl>(A). Then cl>(A) is a root system in Ea and
the corresponding Wey/ group is given by the restriction of W(A) to Ea . Moreover every
element of W(A) has a representative in NK•(A).
0

For a proof, see Richardson (20,4.7].
Note that if Tis a maximal torus of G containing A, then cl>(A) coincides with the set
of restrictions of the elements of cl>(T) to A.

2. Involutions of root data.
To deal with the notion of root system in reductive groups it is quite useful to work
with the notion of root datum (see Springer [23,§1)).

2.1. Root data
A root datum is a quadruple 'I'= (X,cl>,Xv ,cl>v ), where X and x v are free abelian
groups of finite rank, in duality by a pairing XXX v - Z, denoted by <.,.>, cl> and
cl>v are finite subsets of X and x v with a bijection a-av of cl> onto cl>v. If a Eel>
we define endomorphisms Sa and sav of X and x v , respectively, by
sa(x) = x-<x,a v

>a, sav(A) = >.- <a,A>av

The following two axioms are imposed:
(I): If a Eel>, then <a,av > = 2;
(2): if a Eel>, then Sa(cl>) C cl>, sav(cl> V ) C cl> V .

It follows from (I), that s~ = I, sa(a) = -a and similarly for s";. Let Q be the
subgroup of X generated by cl> and put V = Q®zR, E = X®zR . Consider V as a
linear subspace of E. Define similarly the subgroup Q v of x v and the vector space
y v. If cl> =fo 0 , then cl> is a non necessarily reduced root system in V in the sense of
Bourbaki [5,Ch.VI, no. I]. The rank of cl> is by definition the dimension of V. The
root datum 'I' is called semi simple if XCV. We observe that sav = 'sa and
sa(/3)v = sav(/Jv ) as follows by an easy computation (c.f. Springer[23, l.4]).
Let (.,.) be a positive definite symmetric bilinear form on E, which is Aut(cl>)
invariant. Now the Sa (a Eel>) are Euclidean reflections, so we have
<x,av >

= 2(a,a)- 1.(x,a)

(xEE, a Eel>).

Consequently, we can identify cl>v with the set {2(a,a)- 1alaE«I>} and a v with
2(a,a)- 1a. If q,EAut(X,cl>), then its transpose 14> induces an automorphism of cl>v,
so 4> induces a unique automorphism in Aut(i'), the set of automorphisms of the root
datum 'I'. We shall frequently identify Aut(X, cl>) and Aut(i').
For any closed subsystem cl> 1 of cl> let W(cl> 1) denote the finite group generated
by the Sa for a E «1>1 .

2.1.1. Example. If T is a torus in a reductive group G, such that cl>(T) is a root
system with Weyl group W(T), then the root datum associated to the pair (G,T) is:
(X (T), cl>(T),X. (T), cl> v (T) ), where x• (T), cl>(T), x. (T) and cl> v (T) are as defined in
(1.1).
In particular if T is a maximal torus of G or T = A a maximal 8-split torus of G, like
in ( 1.6), then the above root datum exists.
0
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2.2. Involutions
Let 'It be a root datum with Cl>-=/=- 0, as in (2.1), and let o,8EAut('1') be commuting
involutions, i.e., rl- = IP = id, 08 = 80. We now derive some properties of the set of
restrictions of Cl> to the common ( - I )-eigenspace of o and 8, which will play an
important role in our classification.
Let X.,(o,O) = {xEXlx-o(x) - O(x)+oO(x) = O} and let <1>0 (0,0) = cI>nX.,(o,O).
Clearly X.,(o,O) and C1>0 (0,0) are o- and 0-stable and Cl>0 (0,0) is a closed subsystem of
Cl>. We denote the Weyl group of Cl>0 (0,0) by W0 (0,0) and identify it with the
~bgroup W(Cl>0 (0,0)) of W(CI>). Put W 1(o,O) = {wEW(Cl>)lw~(o,O)) = X0 (0,0)},
X..,11 = XIJS.o(a,O) and let.,, be the natural projection from X to X.,,11 . We frequently
identify X.,,11 with {xEX Io(x) = O(x) = -x}, such that .,,(x) corresponds_ to
¼(x-a(x)-O(x)+aO(x)). Every wEW 1(o,O) induces an automorphism 'TT(wl_of X.,,11
and 'TT(wx) = 'TT(w)'TT(x) (xEX). If W 11 , 11 = {'1T(w)lwEW 1(o,O)}, then W 11 , 11 ~
W 1(0,0)/W0 (0,0) (see Satake[22,2. l.3]). We call this the restricted Wey/ group, with
respect to the action of (o,O) on X. It is not necessarily a Weyl group in the sense of
Bou~aki [5,Ch.VI,no.l].
Let «1>11,11 = 'TT(Cl>-Cl>0 (0,0)) denote the set of re~ricted roots of Cl> relative to (a,O). We
shall mainly be concerned with the case that «1>11, 11 is a root system with Weyl group
W 11 , 11 (see e.g. (1.6), where o = 0).

2.3. Definition. An order >- on X is called a (a,0)-order if it has the following
property:
if xEX, x>-0 and x~X.,(o,O) then o(x)-<0 and O(x)-<0

If>- is a (o,0)-order on X, then for xEX we have:
x>-0 <=> either x-o(x)-O(x)+oO(x)>-0 or .,,(x) = 0 and x>-0.
So a (o,0)-order on X induces orders on X.,(o,O) and X.,,11 and vice versa.
A basis t::. of <I> with respect to a (o,O)~rder on X will be called a (o,O):J>asis of <I>. We
then wri.!._e !::.o(a,8) = t::.ncI>0 (0,0) and !::..c,, 11 = 'TT(!::.-!::.o(o,8)). (We call !::..c,, 11 a restricted
basis of <1>11,11 with respect to!::..) It is ~ot hard to see that !::.o(a,O) is a basis of Cl>0 (0,0)
and that a similar property holds for !::..c,, 11 .

2.4. Lemma. The elements of !::.c,,11 are linearly indeperi._dent. Moreover every AE«l>11, 11
can be expressed uniquely in the form

A=+ ~ mµµ. with mµ EZ, mµ~O.
µ E A_,,

For a proof see Satake [22,2.1.6)
Note that W 1 (o,O) permutes the (o,0)-bases of <I>, i.e. if wEW 0 (0,0) and t::. is a (o,0)basis of <I>, then w(t::.) is also a (o,0)-basis of~- Mor~ver wEW0 (0,0) if and only if
'TT(w) = id. Tiris is again equivalent to 'TT(wX!::..a.11) = t::.11_11 as is easily seen from the
following useful result:
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2.5. Lemma. Let A,11' be (a,8)-bases of <I> such that /1,,JJ = Aa,fJ• Then A'= Wo(A),
where w0 EW0(a,O) is the unique element such that w0(f1o(a,O)) = f1o(a,8)' .
For a proof see Satake [22,2.1.2). The proof follows also immediately from the
~bservation that a (aJ)-basis of <I> is completely determined by bases f1o(a,O) resp.
11,,,fJ of <l>0(a,O) resp. <I>a,fJ·
2.6. In case of a single involution we take a = 8 and we use the results stated above.
Moreo~er we omit a in the notations, i.e.~e write Xo(01._ Xo, <1> 0(8), <1>6 , W 1(O),_W6 ,
A0(8), ~_instead of, respectively, Xo(O,O), Xo,fJ, <1>0(8,8), <l>fJ,fJ, W0(8,O), W 1(O,O), WfJ,fJ,
A0(8,O), ~ .fJ· A (O,8)-order on X will be called a 8-order on X and a (O,O)-basis of <I> a
8-basis of <I>._
2.7. Relations between (restricted) Weyl groups.

Assume that (a,O) is a pair of commuting involutions of <I> ~c~ that <1>6 is a root
system_ with Weyl group W 6 • Then a Ix, is an_involution of {Xo,<1>6 ), so we can also
view <I>a,fJ as the set of restricted roots of <1>6 with respect to a Ix, Denote the
restriction of a to
also by a and let Wf(a,O) = {wEW 1(a,O)lw(X0(8)) =
Xo(Oll_ = {wEW 1(O)lwO = Ow} . Put w: = Wf(a,O)/WrJ_a,O). It is not hard to show
that w:Js isomorphic to the restricted Weyl group of <I>a,fJ with respect to the action
of a on Xo.(See (2.2).) However this will not be needed in the sequel.
In case <I>" is a root system with Weyl group W" we definf WY(a,O) and w! similarly.
In section 6 we shall encoul_!!er the situation that
W" and Wa,fJ coincide and are
equal to the Weyl group of <I>a,fJ ·

Xo

w:,

2.8. A characterization of 9 on a 9-basis of «I>.

In the remaining part of this section we restrict ourselves to the situation of a single
involution OEAut{X,<I>). Let A be a O-basis of <I>. Then O(-A) is also a O-basis of <I>
with the same restricted basis, so by (2.5) there is w0(8) EW0(8) such that
Wo(O)O(A) = -A. Here w0(8) is the longest element of W 0(8) with respect to f1o(O).
Put o• = o•(A) = -Wo(O).O. Then o•(A)EAut(X,<l>,A) = {cf>EAut(X, <I>) 14>(A) = A} ,
(A)2 = id and 0- (f1o(8)) = f1o(O).

o•

2.9. Remarks. (I) o• can be described by its action on the Dynkin diagram of A.
Notice that
(a). if <I> is irreducible, then o• is either the identity or a diagram automorphism
of order 2.
(b). if <I>= <1> 1 11<1>2 with <1> 1 , <1> 2 irreducible and 0(<1> 1) = <1>2 , then o• exchanges
the Dynkin diagrams of <1> 1 and <1>2 • In particular <1>0(8) = 0, so Wo(O) = id and
O= -o·
(2) If O = id and A is a basis of <I>, then o• (A)= -w0(id) is called the opposition
involution of A. In this case we shall also write id• (A) for o• (A).
(3) If <I> is irreducible and A a basis of <I>, then the opposition involution is non-trivial
if and only if <I> is either of type A 1 (l;,,,,2), D 21 + 1 (l;,,,,2) or~(4) The action of o• on f1o(O) is determined by f1o(O), because o• I~(fJ) = -w0(8) is the
opposition involution of f1o(O), which is uniquely determined on each irreducible

-8component of ~ 0 (8).
The diagram automo~hism
above a restricted ,root in f::.e:

(J•

relates the simple roots in I::., which are lying

2.10. Lemma. Let I::. be a ll-basis of~ and a, /JEI::.. a=fa/3 such that 'IT(a)
Then a = (J• (/3).

= 'IT(/3).

Proof Working in V, we have 77(a) = 1/i(a- ll(a)) = l/i(/3- 8(/3)), so
a.-{3 = ll(a-/3) = - ll•(w 0 (8Xa -/3)) = ll•({J-a-8)
for some 8 E Span (!::.a (ll)). Since I::. is a basis of V and a, /3,
it follows that a = (J• (/3), f3 = (J• (a) and 8 = 0.

(J• (a), (J• (/3) E (I::. -

t::.0 ( ll)),

2.11. 1be index of 8.

Assume that the root datum i' is semisimple. If llEAut(i') is an involution and I::. a
8-basis of ~. then (J is determined by the quadruple (X,t::.,l::. 0 (8),ll• (!::.)), because
lJ = -(J• (l::.)w0 (ll). We call such a quadruple (X,l::.,f::.o(ll),ll• (I::.)) an index of ll.
Two indices (X, l::.,f::.o(ll 1),{Ji(!::.)) and (X,l::.',l::.~(ll2 ),lli(t::.')) are said to be
isomorphic if there is a wEW(~), which maps (l::.,f::.o(ll 1 )) onto (l::.',l::.~(ll2 )) and which
satisfies wlli(t::.)w- 1 = lli(t::.').
2.12. Remarks. (I) The above index of lJ is the same as the Satake diagram
corresponding to an action of the finite group f 8 = {id, -ll} on (X,~) (See Satake
[22,2.4]). Our terminology follows Tits [29).
(2) As in [29) we make a diagrammatic representation of the index of (J by colouring
black those vertices of the ordinary Dynkin diagram of ll, which represent roots in
l::.0 (8) and indicating the action of (J• on I::. -f::.o(ll) by arrows. An example in type ~
is:
0

...._

• r. • __,,

0

CJ

We omit the ac;tion of (J• on f::.a(ll) because (J• 111.(8) = -w0 (ll) is completely
determined by the type of ~ 0 (8) (See (2.9.4)).
'
(3) An index of (J may depend on the choice of the 8-basis of ~. i.e. for two 8-bases
I::., !::.', the corresponding indices (X,l::.,f::.o (ll),~ (I::.)) and (X, I::.', I::.~ (ll), (J• ( !::.')) need not be
isomorphic. However this cannot happen if ~ 8 is a root system with Weyl group W8 :
2.13. Lemma. Ler 'Ir be....!_emisimple and llEAut(i') an involution such that ~ 8 is a root
system with Wey/ group W9. Let I::.. I::.' be two lJ bases of~. Then (X,l::.,l::. 0 (8),ll•(t::.)) and
(X,l::.',l::.~(ll),ll• (!::.')) are isomorphic.

Proof Since W9 = W 1(ll)IW0 (ll) is the Weyl group of ~ 8 , there is by (2.5) a unique
element wEW 1(ll) such that w(I::.) = !::.'. Then also w(f::.a(ll)) = l::.~(ll), so it suffices to
show that ll•(t::.') = wll•(t::.)w- 1 •
Since w0 (ll)' = ww0 (ll'JfJ(w- 1), where Wo(ll)' ,resp. Wo(ll)EW0 (8), are as in (2.8), we
get w0 (ll)' = ll(wXWo(ll)lJXll(w)- 1), which implies the desired relation.
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To classify the indices of involutions we note:

2.14. Lemma. Let A be a basis of<f>, ~CA a subset and o• EAut(X,<f>,A) such that
= ~, (8°)2 = id Let Xo be the Z-span of A0 in X and <f>(~) = <PnXo.
Then there is an involution OE Aut(X, <f>) with index (X, A,~, o•) if and only if
o• I~ = id• (A0 ) (the opposition involution of A0 with respect to <f>(A0 )).
o•(~)

Proof "Only if" being clear, assume o• I~ = id•(~). Let w0 be the longest element
of W(<f>(~)) with respect to~ and let O = -o•Wo EAut(X,<f>).
Since OIx. = id it follows that o• and w0 commute, so O is an involution. On the
other hand, , since o• k = id• (A0 ) it follows that ~ = A0 (0), so (X,A,A0 ,o•) is an
index of 0. This proves the result.
2.15. 8-nonnal root systems.
Let X, <f> and O be as in (2.8) and let <f>'
roots.

= {a E <f> I ½a fl:. <f>}

be the set of indivisible

2.15.1. Definition. <f> is called 0-normal if for all a E<f>' with O(a) =I= a, we have
O(a)+ a fl:_ <f>.
This definition is a generalization of the known definition of normality to nonreduced root systems (See Warner (32, 1.1.3]).

2.16. Remark. If <f> is 0-normal, then
Warner [32,1.1.3.1]).

<1>9

is a root system with Weyl group W 9 (see

In the sequel we shall need the following results:

2.17. Lemma. Assume <f> to be irreducible and let A be a 0-basis of <f>. Let
id• (A) EAut(X, <f>,A) be the opposition involution, as in (2.9.2). Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(]) id• (A) and w0 (0) commute.
(2) <1>0 (8) is stable under id• (A).

Proof The proof follows from the following equivalen~s:
(I) ~ id• (A) and O commute ~ 1 and ( - 1)-eigenspaces of O are id• (A)-stable ~ (2).
2.18. Note that in general w0 (0) and id• need not commute. For example, if <f> is of
type A 2 , then

e--o
is the index of an involution OEAut(X,<f>), but clearly <1>0 (8) is not stable under id•.
However when <f> is 0-normal, then the condition is satisfied.

2.19. Lemma. Let <f>, 0, A and id• be as in (2.16). If <f> is 0-normal, then
stable under id•.

<1>0 (8)

is

Proof. We first note that we may assume that id• =I= id. Then <f> is of type
A1, D21+1 (1~2) or~We may also assume 0- = id (if not, we would have o• = id• and we are done). Now
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must be a union of irreducible components, whose Weyl groups contain - id.
From the preceding remarks, it follows that <1>0 (8) is a union of a number of
irreducible components of type A 1 and at most one component of type D 21 (/ ;;;;i,:2).
If <1>0 (8) has an irreducible component of type D 21 (/ ;;a.2), then cf> is of type
D 21 ~ 1 (/;;a.2) or Et; and in both cases <1>0 (8) is stable under id• . so we may assume
that<l>0 (8)isoftypeA 1 X ..... X A1. Say6.0 (8)={a,, ..... ,ar}- Thenw0 (8) = sa, ····· sa,·
If the index of 8 would contain a subdiagram of the form
/J

y

or

0-0---.-0-- ·. ·-

/J

~

y

--· -

then
cf>
is
not
8-normal,
namely
since
8 = -w0 (8)
we
have
8(/3+-y) = sy( - /3-y) = -/3, hence /3+y+8(/3+y) = yE<I>.
It follows that the only possible indices of 8, with <1> 0 (8) of type A 1 X ..... X A 1 are:

e-----o--.- · · ·-.-.o------e

Au + 1 :

In this case

<1> 0 (8)

is obviously stable under id•, which proves the result.

2.20. From this proof it also follows that the indices of involutions 8 with cf>
irreducible and 8-normal and id• =I= id, o• = id are:

e-----o--.- .. .-.-.o------e

A2, + I ;

Du +,:

o------0-· ··-0

Et;:

0

e

e

I

e

e

· ·-<
0

3. A characterization of the conjugacy classes of involutorial automorphisms of G.
3.1. A realization of (f)(1) in G.
Let T be a maximal torus of G . If a E <l>(T), let Xa be the corresponding oneparameter additive subgroup of G defined by a. This is an isomorphism of the
additive subgroup onto a closed subgroup Ua of G, normalized by T, such that
tXa(~)C 1 = Xa(a(t)€) (tET, gEF)
The Xa may be chosen such that
Ila = Xa(l)x_a(- l)Xa(l)
lies in N 0 (T) for all a E<l>(T), as can be derived using a SLi-computation. In that
case we have
Xa(g)Xa(-g- 1)Xa(g) = a v (g}fia

(~EF},

here a v EX.(T) is the coroot of a. Moreover fia.T is the reflection Sa EW(T) defined
byaandn~ = a v ( - l) = ta,n - a=tana,La = ta .

- 11 A family {X..}aE~ with the above properties (3.1.1), (3.1.2) is called a
realization of «l>(T) in G. Similarly the set of root vectors Xa = dx,,(l)Ega is called a
realization of «l>(T) in g. We then have Ad(t)Xa = a(t)Xa (t ET). For these facts see
Springer [24, 11.2).
If a,/3E«I>(n are linearly independent (i.e. a =I= +{3) we have a formula:
(xa(~),xp(1J))

=

IT

Xia+jp(Ca,P;i,jt~)

(t11EF),

ia+jPE~l)
i,j>O

the product being taken in a preassigned order. The elements ca,P;i,j are called the
structure constants of G for the given realization {X..}aE~l)·

3.2. Let ii be a basis of <l>(T). If wEW(T) and w = Sa, ..... sa, is a shortest expression
of w, the a; being simple roots, then cp(w) = n,,, ..... n,,, EN 0 (T) is a representative of
wEW(T) in N 0 (T), depending only on w and not on the choice of the shortest
expression (see Springer [24, 11.2.9)). There exists a realization {x,, }aE4>(1) such that
cp(w)x,,(~w) - 1 = Xw(a)(+~
for a E «l>(T), w E W (T), ~ E F and q, as above.
Moreover all the structure constants are of the form n.l with nEZ. In particular if a,
/3E«I>, a+/3E~ a-c/3~«1>, a-(c+ l)~fi«I>, th_en Ca,P;I,I = +(c+ I) and
Ca,p;1,1C- a,- p;1 ,1 - -(c+ 1) . For more details see Spnnger [24,11.3.6)
3.3. 8-singular roots.
Let T be a maximal torus of G and {Xa} a E~l) a realization of «l>(T) in G.
If q,EAut(G) such that cp(T) T, then there exists ca,</> EF• such that for ~EF

=

cf>(x,,(~))
Now

= ~a)(ca,4>~)

q, is an involution if and only if
( cf, IT)2 = idT and Ca,</> Ct/>(a),t/>

= 1 for all a E «l>(T).

Let OE Aut(G) be an involution stabilizing T. Then a root a E «l>(T) is called 0singular if O(a) +a and OIZ.,((Kera)°) =I= id.
If O(a) = -a we say that a is real with respect to 0.
If O(a) = a and a is 0-singular, then a is also called noncompact imaginary with
respect to 0. In that case ca,B = -1, as follows also by simple computation in SLi.
If O(a) = a and a is not 0-singular, then ca,B = I. These roots are called compact
imaginary with respect to 0.

=

3.4. Lemma. Let T be a 0-stable maximal torus of G. Then Ti is a maximal 0-split
torus of G if and only if «l>(T) has no roots, which are noncompact imaginary with
respect to 0, i.e. Ca,8 = 1 for all aE«l>0 (8).
For a proof see [12) or [25).
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3.5. Lemma. Let T be a 0-stable maximal torus of G , Ll a 0-basis of cI>(T) and write
0 = -o•w0 (0) as in (2.8). Then for all tE
Ker(/3) such that O(t).tEZ(G) we have

n

o• (a)(t) = a(t) for all a E cI>(T).
Proof

If t E

n

/JEd,,(O)

Ker(/3) such that O(t)t EZ(G), then

o• (a)(t) =

Wo(O)a(O(t) - 1) =

/J E d,,(fJ)

w0 (0)(a)(t) = a(t)y(t) for some yESpan(Llo(O)).
Since for all /3EcI>0 (0) we have /J(t) = I, it follows that o•(a)(t)

= a(t).

Note that among others all elements of Ti satisfy the above conditions.

3.6. Definition. Let T be a maximal torus of G. An automorphism O of G of order
..;;2 is said to be normally related to T if O(T) = T and Ti is a maximal 0-split torus
of G.

= 0~ = id and assume 01,02 are
normally related to T. Then 0 1 and 02 are conjugate under Int(G) if and only if 01 IT
and 02 IT are conjugate under W(T).
Proof If 02 = lnt(g)0 1Int(g- 1) for some g E G, then since all maximal 02-split tori
are conjugate under G~, and also all maximal tori containing them (See (1.5)), we
may assume gENo(T). But then 0 1 IT and 02 IT are conjugate under W(T), which
proves the "only if " statement.
Assuming that 01 IT and 02 IT are conjugate under W(T), it then suffices to consider
the case that 0 1 IT = 02 IT· Henceforth we assume this and write O for O; IT . By the
isomorphism theorem (see Springer [24, 11.4.3)), there is a tET such that
01 = 02Int(t).
Since Oi = 0~ = id, we get Int(O(t)t) = id, so O(t)t EZ(G). If a Ecl>0 (0), then by (3.4)
a is a compact imaginary root with respect to 01 as well as 02, so in particular
Ca,fJ, = Ca,fJ, = I, which implies a(t) = I.
_
_
Let !:J. be a 0-basis of cI>(T) and let Llo(O), ~ be as in (2.6). If yE~ and a,/JE!l,
a =I= /J, such that w(a) = w(/J), then by (2.10) /J = o• (a). So by (3.5) we have a(t) =
o·(a)(t).
For each y E~, take now a Ell such that y = w(a) = a IT; and choose u,, ETi such
that A(lly) = I for AE~, ;\=foy and y(u;) = a(t). Let u =
1.1.y. Then by (2.10) and
3.7. Theorem. Let 01 ,(Ji EAut(G) be such that Oi

IT

-yE~

(3.5) we find a(t.u2) = I for all a Ell. So t.u2 EZ(G) and it follows that
Int(u)0 1Int(u - 1) = 02. This proves the result.

3.8. Corollary. Let 01 ,02 EAut(G) be as above. If 01
such that 01 = 02Int(t).
This follows from the proof of (3.7).

IT = 02 IT, then

there is t ETi

= (X,cI>,Xv ,cI>v ) be a root datum with cl> a reduced root
system and let OE Aut('Y) be an involution. Then O is called admissible if there exists
a reductive algebraic group G with maximal torus T and_an involution OEAut(G,T)
such that 'Y is isomorphic to (X.(T),cI>(T),X.(T),cI>v (T)), 0 induces O on 'Y and such
that T 8 is a maximal 0-split torus of G .

3.9. Definition. Let 'Y

- 13 If X is semisimple, then the indices of admissible involutions of 'Y shall be called
admissible indices.

3.10. Remark. Let G, .I be as in (3.1). If fJEAut(X*(T),«l>(T)) is an admissible
involution, then by (1.6) «1>8 = «l>(Ti) is a root system with Weyl group W 1(8)/W0 (8)
~ W(T8 ). So if G is semisimple, then by (2.13) the W(«l>)-conjugacy class of (}
corresponds bijectively with the isomorphism class of the index of 8. We have
obtained the following result.
3.11. Theorem. Assume that G is semisimple and T is a maximal torus of G. Then
there is a bij~ction of the set of Int(G) conjugacy classes of involutorial automorphisms of
G and the isomorphism classes of indices of admissible involutions of (X* (T), «l>(T)).

Proof Since all maximal tori of G are conjugate under Int(G), every involutorial
automorphism of G is conjugate to one which is normally related to T. The result
follows now from theorem (3.7), lemma (2.13) and (3.10).
3.12. 9-nonnality of 4>(T).

For later use it is useful to note that an admissible involution (} E Aut(X* (T), «l>(T))
implies 8-normality of the root system:

Lemma. Let G , T be as in (3.1). If fJEAut(X*(T),«l>(T)) is an admissible involution,
then «l>(T) is 8-normal.
Proof By (3.4) it suffices to show that if aE«l>(T) such that tJ(a)=f=a and
a+tJ(a)E«l>(T), that then a+O(a) must be non-compact imaginary. This last
statement follows immediately by choosing a realization {Xa} a H(l) of «l>(T) in g such
that fl(Xa) = Xn<a) and [Xa,Xn<a)l = Xa+8(a)· Then
tJ(Xa+8(a)) = [Xn<a),Xa]
so a+O(a) is non-compact imaginary.
For this see also Springer (25,2.6].

= - Xa+8(a),

4. Oassification of admissible involutions.

We discuss here the classification of involutorial automorphisms of G. It is quite
similar to the classification of real forms of a complex semisimple Lie algebra, as is
carried out by Araki [l]. See also section 9.
4.1. Lifting involutions of (X,«I>).

In this section we assume G to be semisimple.
Let T be a fixed maximal torus of G and write ct> for «l>(T), X for x· (T), W for W(T).
Choose a realization of ct> in G like in (3.2). To determine whether an involution
flEAut(X,«I>) is admissible we need to determine first whether it can be lifted, i.e.
Definition. An involution flEAut(X,«I>) can be lifted if there is an involutorial
automorphism cf>EAut(G,T) inducing(} on (X,«I>).

Note that by (3.3) this is equivalent to Ca,4>•C(J(a),4> = 1 for all a E«I>. Moreover such a
cpEAut(G,T) is admissible if and only if Ca,4> = 1 for all aE«l> 0 (8). On the other
hand, it follows from the isomorphism theorem (see Springer (24,11.4.3]) that it also
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4.2. Lemma. Let!!:. be a basis of cl>, OEAut(X,cl>) an involution and <t>EAut(G,T) such
that <t>IT

= 0.

Then <pis uniquely determined by the tuple {ca,,p}aEA ·

This result is discussed in Seminaire C. Chevalley [7, 17-08,09]
4.3. Definition. Let !!:. be a fixed basis of cl>. For any involution OEAut{X,cl>) let
06 EAut(G,T) denote the unique automorphism of G such that

OA(x,i(O)

= Xam

for all aE!!:.,~EF.

It follows n~w from a result of Steinberg (26, Th.29) that ca,fJ, = + I for all a E cl> and
moreover the constants Ca,fJ, do not depend on the characteristic of the field of
definition F .
Summarizing, involutions of (X,cl>) which can be lifted, can be characterized as
follows :

4.4. Proposition. Let OEAut(X,cl>) be an involution and !!:. a basis of cl>. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) (J can be lifted;
(ii) There is a tET such that 06 Int(t) is an involution;
(iii) There is a tET such that CO(_a),8, = a(O(t)t) for all a El!:.;
(iv) There is a tET/ such that CO(_a),8, = a(t)for all a El!:..
This result follows immediately from the definition of 06 , (4.2) and (3.3).
Note that if tET/ such that OAint(t) is an involution, then, since ca,o,
all a Eel>, we have by (iv) that a(t4 ) = I for all a Eel>, hence t4 EZ(G).

= +I for

4.5. Corollary. Let OEAut(X,cl>) be an involution and let!!:. be a 0-basis of cl>. Then (J
is admissible if and only if there is a t ET such that
(i) C8<_a),8, = a(O(t)t) for all a E !!:.- l!:.0 (8)
(ii) a(t) = I for all aE!!:.0 (8)

This follows from (4.4) and (3.4)
4.6. Proposition. Assume that G , T, X, and cl> are as in (4.1). Whether an involution
if only
char(F) =I= 2.

(J EAut(X, cl>) is admissible or not is independent of the field of definition F of G,

Proof An involution OEAut(X,cl>) is admissible if for a fixed 0-basis !!:. of cl>, there is
a tET/ such that the conditions (i) and (ii) of (4.5) are satisfied. But these
conditions imply that t4 EZ{G), so this can be verified independently of F, if only
char(F) =I= 2.
4.7. The classification of conjugacy classes of involutorial automorphisms of G
coincides now with the known classification over C. For G of adjoint type this
comes down to the classification of real forms of a sernisimple Lie algebra over C , as
is carried out by Araki [I]. See also Sugiura (22,appendix] for a simplification of this
method. Different treatments of the classification of real sernisimple Lie algebras can
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Helgason [11] and Freudenthal- de Vries [8].
On the other hand, with the above results it is not hard any more to obtain the
classification. We will sketch this in the remainder of this section.
4.8. Reduction to restricted rank one.
Let G, T, X, Cl> be as in (4.1).
The restricted ra!!._k of an involution lJEAut(X,cI>) is defined as the rank of the set of
r~stricted roots «1>8 • If A is a 8-basis of Cl>, then the restricted rank of lJ is equal to

ltl.ol-

_

-

-,

For each ,\ E «1>9 such that ½.\ fl «1>8 (i.e. ,\ E Cl> 9 , s~ (2.15) ), let Cl>(,\) denote the set
of all roots /3 E Cl> such that the restriction of f3 to Xo is an integral multiple of .\.
Then Cl>(,\) is a 8-stable closed symmetric subsystem of Cl> (See Borel-Tits [3,p.71]). Let
X(,\) denote the projection of X on the subspace of E = X*(T)©zlR spanned by Cl>(.\).
4.9. Proposition. Let fJEAut(X,cI>) be an involution and A a 8-basis oJ Cl>. Then lJ is
admissible if and only if lJ IX(~) E Aut(X(.\), Cl>(,\)) is admissible for all ,\ E fl.o.
This result is derived immediately from (4.5).(See also Satake [22]).
4.10. Oassification of involutions of restricted rank one.
To determine the indices of involutions of restricted rank one we need a notion of
irreducibility:
Definition. Let lJEAut(X,cI>) be an involution and A a 8-basis of Cl>. An index
S = (X,A,Lii,,O*) of (J is called irreducible If A is not the union of two mutually
orthogonal o• -stable non-empty subsystems A1 and A2 • The index is called absolutely
irreducible if A is connected.
Clearly an absolutely irreducible index is irreducible. From (2.14) and (2.9) one
easily deduces now:
4.11. Proposition. Let X be of adjoint type. Then there exist I 9 types of absolutely
irreducible indices of non-trivial involutions of (X, Cl>) of restricted rank one and one type
of restricted rank one, which is irreducible but not absolutely irreducible. (See table I).
This result can also be found in Sugiura [22,appendix,prop.4]
4.12. To restrict this set of rank one indices Araki [l] and Sugiura [22,appendix] used
the 8-normality of Cl> (see (3.12)). One can also exclude these indices with Cl> not 8normal, using the following results:

Lemma. Let X be of adjoint type, lJEAut(X,cI>) an involution of restricted rank one, A
a 8-basis of Cl> and G, T, Cl>a as in (4.3). If IA-A0 (8) I = I, then lJ is admissible if and
only ifOa is an involution (i.e. Co{a),D. = I for aEA-Ao(0)).
Proof The "if" statement being obvious, assume fJ is admissible. By (4.5) there
exists tETt such that Co{a),D. = a(t2 ) for all aEA-A0 (8) and a(t) = 1 for all
a Etl.o(0). So let a EA-Ao(0). It suffices to show that Co{aJ,o. = 1 or equivalently
a(t2 ) = 1. Since IA-Ao(0)I = 1 we have lJ(a) = -w0 (8)(a) = -(a+ ~ mp/3)
PEA.,(IJ)

- 16 mp EN , so it follows from (4.5) that fJ(a)(t) = a(t) - 1 • On the other hand, since
tETt we have O(a)(t) = a(0(t)) = a(t), hence a(t2 ) =I.This proves the result.

4.13. Whether Oe, is an involution or not , is a matter determined by structure
constants. This can be seen as follows.
Assume (J EAut(X, <I>) an involution of restricted rank one, A a 0-basis and
JA - A0 {0)J = I. Let a EA - Ao(fJ). Then fJ(a) = - w0 (fJ)(a). Since w0 (fJ) is an
involution in W0(8) we can write w0 (fJ) = Sa, ..... Sa,, where a 1 , .... . ,a, E<l> 0 (fJ) are
strongly orthogonal roots (i.e. for all i,j = l ,.....r we have a;+a1 ~<1> 0 (8)). (See e.g.
Helminck [12)).
To determine fJ(a) we only need to consider those a; such that (a,a;) =I= 0. Note that
if <1>0 (8) =I= 0, then we can choose a; such that (a,a;)=/=O and a 1 EA0 {fJ). Moreover
there are at most 4 strongly orthogonal roots a; such that (a ,a;)=/=O. (See Helminck
[12] or Kostant [15)).
Choose a realization of <I> in g like in (3.1) and for a , /JE<I> let Na,P EF denote
the corresponding structure constant (i.e. [Xa ,Xp] = Na,pXa+p). Let /3 1 , •.... ,pk be the
set of those a; for which (a,a;)=/=O. We can determine Cll(_a),B. now by applying Oe, on
the identity:
[ · · · UX - a,Xp, ],Xp,], · · · ,Xp, l =
N - a,P, .Ns,,(-a),P, · · · Ns.,, · · · s,,(-a),/l;+ 1 • • • Ns,. _, · · · s,, (-a),P, ~a)
Note that it also follows from this identity that cll(_a),B. depends only on the structure
constants. We can characterize this restricted rank one indices now as follows:
4.14. Lemma.

admissible

Let fJ, A, Oe,,. a and w0 (fJ) = Sa I .....Sa' be as in (4.13). Then (J is
r

if and only if

~ <a,a'/

> is even.

i = l

r

We give a proof for ~ <a,a'/ > = I. The other cases are left to the reader. So
r

i = I

assume ~ <a,a'/ > = I. Say <a,a Y > = 1. Then
i = I

[X- a,Xa, ] = N - a,a,~a)·
Applying Oe, on this identity gives:
N - a,a1 .Cll(_a),11. = N/1(_ - a),a, = Na - a, ,a, ·
Since Na - a,,a, = Na, - a, , it follows Cll(_a),11. = - 1, hence fJ is not admissible.
It is not hard to determine Wo(fJ) as a product of strongly orthogonal roots (see
e.g. Helminck [12] or Kostant [15)). Here are two examples:
4.15. Examples. ( 1) Assume (J is of type
I

2

n- 1

n

o---e-- ··-•~
In this case (J is admissible. One sees this as follows.
is of type B,, _ 1 and a= a 1 , where A = {a 1 , •• •• ,a,.} is a basis of <I>
corresponding to the above diagram. So if n = 2, then w0 (fJ) = sa, and <a 1 ,a2 > = 2.
If n>2, then let /3 1 be the longest root of <1>0 (8) with respect to A0 {fJ) and let
<1>0 (8)
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/32,••···,/3n -2 Ecl> 0 (8) be such that a, /31 ,..... ,/Jn-2 are strongly orthogonal.
w0 (8)

= sa,sp,

r

· ··Sp, _,, so

Now

L <a,a'(> = 2 and 8 is admissible by (4.14).
i= I

(2) Similarly as in (I) one shows that the involution (J with index
I

2

3

=>.

n- 1

e--o--e-- ...-•

n

is not admissible, because w0 (8) contains Sa, additional to the factors in (I).
4.17. There remain still 2 indices in table I, which do not satisfy the conditions in
(4.13) and (4.14). However in these cases one easily shows directly that the index is
admissible. Summarizing we have obtained the following result:
Theorem. Let X be of adjoint type. The absolutely irreducible indices of non-trivial
admissible involutions of (X, cl>) are the ones given in table 2. The irreducible, but not
absolutely irreducible indices are the ones given in table 3.

We added in this tables some extra information which will be explained and used in
section 718.
4.18. Passage to arbitrary G.

The classification for arbitrary groups G follows now easily from the above results. It
is only a matter of checking whether a lattice X is 8-stable. Namely let cl> be a
reduced root system and let Q, resp. P, denote the root lattice, resp. weight lattice, of
~. If iJEAut(Q,cI>) is an admissible involution, then 8 induces a (unique) involution
(J EAut(P, cl>), which is also admissible by a result of Steinberg [27,9.16). Now if X is
any lattice such that Q c;_ X c P, then 8 may be lifted to an admissible involution of
(X,cI>) if and only if X is 8-stable.
5. Conjugacy classes of pairs of commuting involutorial automorphisms of G.

In this section we characterize conjugacy classes of pairs of commuting
automorphisms of G in a manner similar to that of section 3.
5.1. Let o,OEAut(G) be such that a2 = iJ2 = id and alJ = Oa. Let Ga, Go, Gao denote
the Lie algebras of G~, G~ , G~0 respectively. Write (for tT/ = + I) G(tT/) =
{X EG Io(X) = ~X, O(X) = T/X}. Then,
Ga = G(l , l)EBG(l, - 1);
Go= G(l ,l)EBG(-1 ,1);
Gao = G(l , l)EBG(-1 , -1).

Note that g is the direct sum of the g(~,T/) (tT/

= +I).

5.2. Definition. A torus A of G is called (a,8)-split if A is a- and 8-split. A torus T
of G , which is a- and 8-stable shall be called (a,8)-stable. We then put T;, 0
{tETlo(t) = O(t) = C 1 } 0 •
If G is an arbitrary reductive connected algebraic group and a, 8 -=I= id, then non-

- 18 trivial (a,8)-split tori of G need not exist. One sees this in the example of a direct
product G = G 1 XG2 , with G 1,G2 (reductive) groups and a(G;) = G;, O(G;) = G;
(i = 1,2), (} IG, = id, a IG, = id.
In (5.10) we shall see that if G is simple and a, 0=f=id, then non-trivial (a,8)-split tori
exist. In fact we shall show an equivalent statement that if G has no (a,8)-split tori,
that then on each irreducible component of «1>(1) we have a = id or (} = id. Here T is
a (a,8)-stable maximal torus of G. To do so we first prove some results on (a,8)stable tori.
5.3. Lemma. The following statements are equivalent:
(a) G contains no non-trivial (a,8)-split tori;
(b) G~o contains no non-trivial a-split tori;

=

(c) G~6
G~ nG~;
(d) g(-1, -1) = 0.

Proof (a)~b) is clear from the observation that the (a,8)-split tori of G are
precisely the a-split (or 8-split) tori of G~6 •
(b)~c) follows immediately from (1.4) and (c~d) follows from (5.1). Finally
(d~a) is immediate from the observation that the Lie algebra of a (a,8)-split torus
is contained in g(-1, -1).

5.4. Proposition. Let a,0EAut(G) be a pair of commuting involutorial automorphisms
ofG. If O=f=id, then there exists a maximal 8-split torus ofG, which is a-stable.
Proof Let A be a maximal (a,8)-split torus of G. It suffices to show that Zc,(A)/ A
contains a a-stable maximal 8-split torus.
If A is already maximal 8-split, we are done, so assume A is not maximal 8-split.
Then passing to Za(A)/A, we may assume that G has no (a,8)-split tori and 0=f=id.
Now 81 a: =f=id, because if G~ CG~ then using (5.3) we get g(l, - I) = g(-1, -1) =
0, whence 9o = g, contradicting (} =f= id.
Let S be a maximal 8-split torus of G~. Then, since G has no non-trivial (a,8)-split
tori, the same holds for Za(S)/S. In other words S is a a-stable maximal 8-split torus
of G. This proves the result.

5.5. Corollary. There exists a maximal torus of G, which is (a,8)-stable.
Proof Let T be a a-stable maximal torus of Za(A), where A is a a-stable maximal
8-split torus of G. Then by (1.5) Tis also 8-stable, hence the result.

5.6. Let T be a (a,8)-stable maximal torus of G, denote by 'I'=
(X.(1),«1>(1),X.(1),Cl> v (1)) the corresponding root datum and write A= T;,-6 (For the
moment we do not yet assume that A is a maximal (a,8)-split torus of G). Using the
notations of (2.2) we have the following identifications:

Lemma. Let T, 'Y,a,8 and A be as above. Then
(i) ~(a,8) = {xEX.(l)lx(A) = I};

(ii) «1>0 ,0 = «l>(A);
(iii) W1(a,8) = {wEW(l)lw(A) = A} and W 0 (a,8)
(iv) W(A) ~ W1(a,8)/W0 (a,8) ~ W 0 ,o,

= {wEW(l)lwA = id};

- 19 Proof (i) Note first that X0 (0) = {xEX*(T)lx(T;) = 1}. Let xEX*(T) be such that
x(A) = 1. If tET;, then writing t = t 1.t2 , where t 1 EA, t2 E(T;)t, it follows that
x(t) = x(O(t)), whence x-O(x)EXo(o). But then x-O(x) = o(x-O(x)), in other words
xEX0 (0,0). On the other hand if xEXo(o,O), then x-O(x)EX0 (0), so for all tEA:

x(t) = O(x)(t) =

x(c 1),

hence x(A) = 1. This proves (i).
As for (ii), we only note that the roots of G with respect to the adjoint action of A
on g are exactly the restrictions of cl>(T) to A.
(iii) follows from the fact that A= {tETlx(t) = 1 for all x EX0 (0,0)}.
Finally, using (iii), the proof of (iv) is as in Richardson (20,4.1]
5.7. Assume G does not contain a non-trivial (o,0)-split torus and let T be a (o,0)-

stable maximal torus of G.

Lemma. X*(T) = X0 (0,0), cl>(T) =
O(x)

= -x. then X = 0.

«1>0 (0,0).

In particular if xEX*(T), o(x) =

-x.

Proof Since G has no (o,0)-split tori T;, 11 = {e}, hence by (5.6), X*(T) = X0 (0,0) and
cl>(T) = «1>0 (0,8). But for X0 (0,0) the second assertion follows immediately.
5.8. Proposition. Let (G,T) be as in (5.7). If aEcl>(T), then o(a) = a, 9a Cg" or
O(a)=a, 9aC91J.

Proof Let aEcl>(T) and let 0:¥::Xa Ega denote a root vector. Since G has no (o,0)split tori, we have g(-1, -1) = 0, by (5.3). So (1-o)(l -O)Xa = 0, whence
Xa-o(Xa)-O(Xa)+oO(Xa)

= 0.

Now O(Xa)Egll(a) , o(Xa)E9a(a) and oO(Xa)E9alJ(a)· It follows that if O(a),¥=a,
o(a),¥=a, we must have oO(a) = a.
Since X*(T) = X 0 (0,0) we have
x = a-o(a) = a-O(a). But then o(x) = -x = O(x), so, by (5.7), x = 0. This is a
contradiction, hence the assertion has been shown.
5.9. Proposition. Let (G,T) be as in (5.7) and let «1> 1 Ccl>(T)=cl>0 (0,0) be an
irreducible component. Then o I,i,, = id or (J I,i,, = id

Proof Let ~ be a basis of «1> 1 • Assume o I,i,, :¥= id and OI,i,, :¥= id. Then there are a,
/3E~ such that o(a) = a, o(/3):,6/3, O(a),¥=a, 0(/3) = /3. Since «1> 1 is irreducible, there
is a string of simple roots a 1 = a, a 2 , •••.• ,ar = /3 connecting a and /3. Moreover we
can choose a, /3E~ such that o(a;) = O(a;) = a; for i = 2, ..... , r-1.
If now y = a 1 +..... +ar Ecl> 1, then o(y):,6-y, O(y):,6-y, what contradicts (5.8).

From (5.8) and (5.9) we conclude:
5.10. Corollary. I/cl>(G,T) is irreducible and o,¥=id, 0,¥=id, then non-trivial (o,0)-split
tori exist.
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5.11. Corollary. Let A be a maximal (o,8)-split torus of G and A 1 resp. A 2 maximal
a-split resp. 8-split tori of Za(A). Then A 1 and A2 commute.
Proof We m~y assu!!_le G = Za(A). If A; = (A; n(G,G))0 (i = 1,2), then it suffices
to show that A 1 and A2 commute in (G,G). But this follows from (5.9).
5.12. Lemma. All maximal (o ,0)-split tori ofG are conjugate under (Ga nG11)0 •
Proof Let A 1, A2 be maximal (o,0)-split tori of G . Since A 1 and A 2 are also
maximal a-split tori of G~11 , they are conjugate under (G~11 )~ = (Ga nG11 )0 •
5.13. Proposition. There exist (o,0)-stable maximal tori of G such that T;,11 is a
maximal (o,fJ)-split torus of G, T; is a maximal a-split torus of G and Ti is a
maximal 8-split torus of G. Moreover all such maximal tori of G are conjugate under
(Ga nG11)0 •
Proof Let A be a maximal (o,0)-split torus of G and A 1 (resp. A 2) a maximal a-split
(resp. 0-split) torus of Za(A). Since A 1 and A2 commute (see (5.11)), the first
ass~rtion follows by taking a (o,8)-stable maximal torus T of Za(A 1A2)
If T is another maximal torus oJ _9 satisfying the above conditions, then by (5.12) we
may assume that A = T;,11 = Ta,11 · Moreover, passing to Za(A)/ ~ !... we may also
assume that G has no non-trivial (o,0)-split tori. But then T;,11 and Ta,11 are_maximal
oO-split tori of G, hence by (1.5) there exists gEG~11 such that gTg- 1 = T. Since
G~11 = (Ga nG11 )0 (see (5.3)) the result follows.

The notion "normally related" is defined as in the case of one involution (see (3. 6)):
5.14. Definition. If (o,8) is a pair of commuting involutorial automorphisms of G
and T is a maximal torus of G, then (o,8) is said to be normally related to T if
o(T) = O(T) = T and T;,11 , T;, Ti are maximal (o,0)-split, a-split, 0-split tori of G,
respectively.

Note that in this case both o- and O are also normally related to T. Moreover using
(5.9) on Za(T;,11 ) it follows that cf>(T) has an order which is simultaneously a o- and
8-order. This will be used to represent such a pair of commuting involutions of
(X* (T),cf>(T)) by a diagram. (See section 7).
5.15. Definition. Two pairs of involutorial automorphisms (o 1,8 1) and (02,02) of G
are isomorphic if there exists a gEG such that Int(g)o 1Int(g- 1) = o2 and
Int(g)0 1 Int(g- 1) = 02.
The family of all pairs of commuting involutorial automorphisms of G will be
denoted by 'ff and the set of isomorphism classes in 'ff by e, i.e. e = 'ff;~.

Note that we only consider isomorphisms of ordered pairs of commuting
involutions of G. We could also allow isomorphisms which map o 1 onto 82 and 01
onto o2. Such an isomorphism identifies the isomorphism classes of (0 1,8 1) and
(8 1 ,o 1) . However when passing from pairs of commuting involutions to symmetric
spaces (see section 9) it is more convenient to work with ordered pairs, because the
pairs (8,o) and (o,O) will correspond to dual symmetric spaces.
An identification of the isomorphism classes in 'ff under the action of the group
of outer automorphisms of G can be deduced from the classification of the classes in
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Details are left to the reader.

5.16. Theorem. Let (0 1,01) and (02 ,02 ) be pairs of involutorial automorphisms of G,
normally related to T. Then (01 ,81)IT and (02 ,82)IT are conjugate under W(T) if and
only if there exists £ ET;,11 with l EZ(G) such that (02,02) is isomorphic to

(01 ,81Int(£)).
Proof We may assume that 01 IT= 02 IT= o and 81 IT= 82 IT= 0. By the proof of
(3.7) we see that after conjugation with a suitable element of T, we may assume that
01 = 02,
Since 01 IT = 02 IT , there exists t ETi such that 02 = 01Int(t) (see (3.8)). Write t =
t 1t2 where t~(Ti): and t2 ET;,8 • Taking cE(To): such that c2 = t 1, we obtain:
Int(c)82Int(c) - 1 = 82lnt(c- 2) = 82Int(t2) and Int(c)o 1Int(c)- 1 = a 1.

Since t2 ET;8 and

d EZ(G) we are done.

5.17. For a torus S of G we call the elements sES for which s2 EZ(G) quadratic
elements of S.

We can define again a notion of admissibility:
5.18. Definition. Let T be a maximal torus of G. A pair of commuting involutorial
automorphisms of (X• (T),~(T)) is said to be admissible (wi,th respect to G) if there
exists a pair of commuting ~volutorial automorphisms (a,O) of G, normally related
to T and such that aIT = o, 01 T = 0.
5.19. Denote the set of W(T)-conjugacy classes of admissible pairs of commuting

involutions of (X. (T),~(T)) by &(T).
By (5.13) and the conjugacy of the maximal tori of G it follows that every pair of
commuting involutorial automorphisms of G is isomorphic to one normally related to
T, so we have a natural surjection p : e - &(T). For an admissible pair of
commuting involutions (o,O) of (X.(T),~(T)) denote its W(T)-conjugacy class by (o,O)
and put e(_o,O) = p - 1 ((0,8)). This is an equivalence relation on(?, with equivalence
classes the sets e(_o,O).
Denote the subset of 1J' consisting of all pairs of commuting involutions, whose
isomorphism classes are contained in e(_o, 0) by GJ{_o, 0). For (o, 0) E 1J' and a maximal
(o,0)-split torus A of G let 1f'A(o,O) = {(o,Olnt(£))1£EA,l EZ(G)}.
We have now the following result:
5.20. Theorem. Let T be a maximal torus of G. There is a bijection between the
W(T)-conjugacy classes of admissible pairs of commuting involutions of (X.(T),~(T))
and the classes e(_o,O) in

e

5.21. Remarks. (i) We see that the classification of pairs of commuting involutions
of G consists of two parts. The classes in &(T) will be represented again by diagrams
((o,0)-indices, see section 7). To show that these diagrams are independent of the
choice of the (o,0)-basis we will need some properties of the restricted root system
and Weyl group of a maximal (o,0)-split torus A of G. This will be treated in the
next section.
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used to derive in section 8 a set of quadratic elements representing the classes in
e{_a,fJ). In fact to have the restricted Weyl group acting on the quadratic elements in
A we need a kind of standard pair in each set e(_a,fJ) to start from. This will be
defined in (6.11).
(ii) If (a,fJ)E <J, A a (a,fJ)-split torus of G and £EA, t'" EZ(G), then the pairs
(a,fJint(£)) and (aint(£),fJ) are isomorphic. Namely, take cEA such that d- = £. Then
conjugating by Int(c) gives the desired isomorphism.
6. 1be restricted root system of (u, 6) and standard pairs.

6.1. Let (a,fJ) be a pair of commuting involutorial automorphisms of G and A a
non-trivial maximal (a,fJ)-split torus of G .
In this section we shall prove that <l>(A) is a root system in the vector space
X (A)®zR and that the corresponding Weyl group is W(A). Since A is also a
maximal a-split torus of G~6 (see (5.3)), we already know, by (1.6), that <l>(A,G~6 ) is a
root system. The relations between <l>(A) and <l>(A,G~6 ) will be treated and moreover
we shall show that there exists a pair (a,fJ)E'ffA(a,fJ) for which the Weyl groups of
<l>(A) and <l>(A,G~6 ) coincide. In particular in this case every wEW(A) has a
representative in (G0 n G6 ) 0 • This will be used for the classification of those
quadratic elements of A, which represent an isomorphism class in e(_a,fJ).
0

T;,

6.2. Let T be a (a,fJ)-stable maximal torus of G and let A=
6 . For the moment
we do not yet assume that A is a maximal (a,fJ)-split torus of G . This will only be
needed to obtain all the reflections in W(A) (see (6.11)).
For AE<l>(A) let g(A,A) be the corresponding root space. Since afJ(A) = A, we
have afJ(g(A,A)) = g(A,A). Put
g(A,A).f, = {XE g(A,A)JafJ(X) = + X},
m± (A,afJ) = dimFg(A,A).f,,
<l>(T,A) = {a E <1>(1)Ja IA = A} and
m(A) = dimFg(A,A) = m + (A,afJ) + m - (A,afJ) = I<l>(T,A) J.
6.3. Definition. For AE <l>(A) call m(A) the multiplicity of A and (m + (A,afJ),m - (A,afJ))
the signature of A.
6.4. Remark. If a EA is a quadratic element and AE<l>(A) is such that A(a) = - 1,
then m + (A,afJ) = m + (A,afJint(a)).
Whether a root of <l>(A) is contained in <l>(A,G~6 ) can be detected from its signature:
6.5. Lemma. Let AE<l>(A), then AE<l>(A,G~u) if and only ifm+ (A,afJ)>O.
6.6. Quadratic elements of A with respect to a basis of cl)(A)

Let 6. be a (a,fJ)-basis of <1>(1) and let ~ 6 denote the restricted basis of (2.2). !he
linear independence of the elements of 6.a,6 (see (2.3)) ime_lies that for all AE 6.a,6
there exists 'h. EX.(A) such that <A, Y>.· > = ~H' for A, A' E6.0 fJ·
For AELl,,,fJ put£>. = Y>.(-1). Then d = ~>.(- l)y>.(-1) ~ Y>.( +I)= e, hence£>.
is a quadratic element of A. If <1>(1) has a (a,fJ)-basis, which is simultaneously a a-
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and 0-basis, then we can describe t:>. also in terms of one-parameter subgroups of
X.(T) (for this see section 8).
6.7. Lemma. Let A be a (u,0)-basis of cl>(T). There exists £ EA with
for AEA11,e

t"

= e such that

m+ (A,uOint(t:));;.,,m-(A,<18lnt(t:)).
In particular we then have:

Aa,eCcl>(A,G~e1nt(•))-

Prooj
Taking t: to be the product of those £>.,
m + (A,uO)<m- (A,<10), the result follows from (6.4) and (6.6).

AEAa 8 ,

for

which

Let E = x• (T)@ z Ill and let E;,8 be the common ( - I )-eigenspace of <1 and O in
E. Take a positive definite u, 0 and W(T)-invariant inner product (.,.) in E. We
identify W(A) with its image in GL(E;,8 ) and, for AEcl>(A), let S>. EGL(E;,8 ) denote
the reflection in the hyperplane E;,8 (A) = {x E E;,e l(x,A) = 0}.
So S>. (x) =
x-2(A,x)(A,A)- 1A. If A is a maximal (u,0)-split torus of G, then, by (1.6), cl>(A,G~8 )
is a root system. Hence for every AE cl>(A) with m + (A,<10) =t, 0, there exists a
reflection S>. in W(A). Combining this with (6.7) we obtain:
6.8. Lemma. Let A be a maximal (u,0)-split torus of G. If A is not central then
Na(A),t:Zc,(A). In particular for every AEcl>(A) there exists nENa(A) whose image
in W(A) is S>. .

Proof The first statement readily follows from the above remark and the second
statement follows from this by considering Zc,((KerA)0 ), in which A is not central.
Then any nENa(A)nZc,((KerA)0 ) such that nE;lZc,(A), represents the reflection S>.
in W(A).
Now that we have constructed the reflections in W(A), we can follow the proof
of Springer [24,9.l.9] to show:
6.9. Lemma. (i) W(A) is generated by the reflections S>., AEcl>(A);
(ii) IfAEcl>(A) andxEX.(A) then 2(A,A- 1)(A,x)EZ.
(See also Richardson [20,4.5]).

For AEcl>(A) define now the dual root as the unique Av EX.(A) such that
<x,Av> =2(A,A- 1 )(A,x)EZ for all xEX.(A) (i.e. S>.(x)=x-<x,Av>A). Then
denoting the set of dual roots by cl> v (A) we have proved:
6.10. Proposition. Let A be a non-central maximal (u,0)-split torus of G. Then the
quadruple (X*(A),cI>(A),X.(A),cI>v (A)) is a root datum in the sense of (2.1). In
particular cl>(A) is a root system in the subspace E' ofX*(A)®zR spanned by cl>(A) and
its Wey/ group is given by the restriction of W(A) to E'.

Put cl>(A)' = {AEcl>(A)l½AEt:cl>(A)}.
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For the remaining part of this section we assume A to be maximal (a,8)-split and
non-central.
In order to have the Weyl group of A acting on the quadratic elements in a family
CffA(a,O) we need representatives in (G0 nG8 ) 0 • In case that the Weyl groups of <l>(A)
and <l>(A,G~8 ) coincide, this condition is satisfied, because every element of W(A,G~8 )
has a representative in (G~8 )~ = (G0 nG8 ) 0 • This leads to the following definition:

Definition. A pair of commuting involutorial automorphisms (a,O) of G is called a
standard pair if m +(A,aO);;;~m - (A,aO) for any maximal (a,0)-split torus A of G and
any AE<l>(A)'.
6.12. Lemma. Let a, 0 and A be ~ in (6.11) and let Ll(A) be a basis of <l>(A). If
m+(A,aO);;;;;.m - (A,aO) for any AE~(A), then m ±(A,aO) = m± (w(A),aO) for any
AE<l>(A), wEW(A). In particular (a ,O) is a standard pair.
Proof Since 6(A) is a basis of both <l>(A) and <l>(A,G~8 ) , their Weyl groups coincide.
By (1.6) every wEW(A,G~8 ) has a representative in (G~8 )~ = (G0 nG8 ) 0 , so we get
m + (w(A),aO) = m +(A ,aO) for any AE<l>(A), wEW(A). However since also m(w(A)) =
m(A) for any AE<l>(A), wEW(A), we have m - (w(A),aO) = m - (A,aO), which proves
the first statement.
Finally, observing that for any AE<l>(A)', there exists wEW(A) such that w(A)E6(A),
the result is a consequence of (5.12).

Using (6.7) this lemma implies immediately:
6.13. lbeorem. Every family 'fJ{_a,O) contains a standard pair.
We shall see later, as a consequence of the classification, that the standard pair in
'fJ{_a,O) is unique up to isomorphism.
6.14. Note that if G is of adjoint type and (a,8), (a,Olnt(t:)) (t:EA, t'" = e) are
~andard pairs in CffA(a,O), then t: is a product of a number of the t:,>. (AE~(A)), where
~(A) is a basis of <l>(A) and t:,>. is as defined in (6.6) (see also (8.11)). But since both
pairs are standard we must have m + (A,aOint(t:));;;;;.m - (A,aOint(t:)) and
m +(A,aO);;;;;.m - (A,aO) for all AE~{A). It follows that t: is a product of those t:,>. for
which m +(A,aO) = m - (A,aO) (see also (6.4)). Thus, in order to show that the
standard pair (a,O) is unique up to isomorphism we need to show that (a,Olnt{t:>.))
and (a,O) are isomorphic if m+ (A,aO) = m - (A,aO). This will be proved in (8.14).
6.15. Corollary. Let (a,O) be a standard pair. Then any wEW{A) has a representative
in (G0 nG8 ) 0 •
6.16. Corollary. Let (a,O) be a pair of commuting involutorial automorphisms of G (not
necessarily standard) and A a maximal (a,0)-split torus of G. Then any wEW{A) has a
representative in Na: (A) as well as in Na; (A).
Proof By (6.7) there exists an t:EA, t'" = e such that (a,Olnt{t:)) is a standard pair.
Since (a,Olnt{t:)) is isomorphic to (alnt{t:),O) (see (5.2l(ii))) the result follows from
(6.15).
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6.17. If (CJ,0) is a pair of commuting involutorial_ autom~rphisms of G, normally
related to a maximal torus T, then by (1.6) both ~ 8 and ~" are root systems with
Weyl groups W 8_= W(Ti) and W0 = W(T;) respectivelY..:_ Now if A= T;,11 , then we
~ see ~(A)= ~ 0 • 8 also as the set of restricted roots of ~ 11 with respect to CJ ( or of
~" with respect to 0). Now (6.16) implies that we can choose representatives in
W(T), commuting with O (resp. CJ). So together with (2.7) we have obtained:
6.18. Proposition:__ Let S!!_,0) E <ff be normally related to !__and identfjY Wf!i, 11 ), W (Ti)
and W~T;) with W 0 ,11, Wu and W0 respectively. Then W0 ,11 ::::'. W11 ~ W 0 , where W11
and W" are as defined in (2. 7).
7. Oassification of admissible pairs of commuting involutions
In this section we shall classify the isomorphism classes of admissible pairs of
commuting involutions. To do this we shall first show that this classification can be
obtained from the classification of single admissible involutions (see section 4), by use
of a simple (combinatorical) condition on a (CJ,0)-basis of ~- Moreover, the pair of
isomorphism classes (o,O) and (0,CJ) can be represented by a diagram.
We fix a maximal torus T of G and write~ for ~(T), X for x·(T) and W for W(T).
Let (CJ,O)EAut(X,~) be a pair of commuting involutions.

7.1. A strong (u,9)-order on fl>
Definition. A (CJ,0)-order >- on ~ is called a strong (CJ,0)-order if it is simultaneously
a CJ- and 0-order of~- A basis of~ with respect to a strong (o,0)-order will be called
a strong (CJ,0)-basis.

A strong (CJ,0) order does not always exist. Another way to characterize such an order
is given in the following result:

7.2. Proposition. Let (CJ,0) be a pair of commuting involutions of (X,~)- Then~ has a
if and only if ~0 (CJ,O) = ~ 0 (CJ)U ~ 0 (0).

strong (CJ,0)-order

Proof If ~ 0 (CJ,0) satisfies this condition, then ~ 0 (CJ,0) has a strong (CJ,0)-order, w!ich

we can extend to a strong (CJ,0)-order on ~ by choosing an arbitrary order on ~ 0 • 8 .
So it suffices to prove the "only if" statement.
Assume >- is a strong (CJ,0)-order on ~ and let ~+ be the set of positive roots with
respect to this order. Now the induced order on ~ 0 (CJ,0) is also a strong (CJ,0)-order of
~ 0 (CJ,0).
Suppose that there is a E~ + n~0 (CJ,O) such that CJ(a) =:/=a=:/= O(a). Then
a>-0, -CJ(a)>-0, -O(a)>-0, CJO(a)>-0.Hence O = a-CJ(a)-O(a)+CJO(a)>-0, a
contradiction. This proves the result.
7.3. Remarks. (I) As in (5.9) one shows that ~ 0 (CJ,0) = ~0 (CJ)U~0 (0) if and only if
for each irreducible component ~ 1 of ~ 0 (CJ,0) we have o I~. = id or OI~. = id.
(2) If (CJ,0) is an admissible pair of commuting involutions, then it follows from (5.9)
that ~ has a strong (CJ,0)-basis. These involutions satisfy even a stronger condition, as
follows from the next results:
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7.4. Lemma. Let (o,8) be an admissible pair of commuting involutions of (X, 4>) and fl
a strong (o,8)-basis of 4>. Write () = -()•w0 (8) as in (2.8). Then 4>0 (o)n4>0 (8) is
invariant under w0 (8).

Proof Since 4>0 (8) is a-stable and o is admissible it follows by (3.12) that 4>0 (8) is onormal. The result follows now from lemma (2.19) and remark (2.9).
7.5. Lemma. Let (o,81 fl be as in (7.4). Then o, Wo(8) and()• commute.

Proof Since ()• and w0 (8) commute it suffices to show that o and w0 (8) commute.
For this we show that ow0 (8)o(4>0 (8)+) = 4>0 (8) -.
Let aE4>0 (8)+.
If
a E4>0 (8)n4>0 (0) then ow0 (8)o(a) = o(w0 (8Xa)) = w0 (8Xa)E4>0 (8)-.
If aE4>0 (8)-(4>0 (8)n4>0 (0)), then o(a)E4>0 (8)-, o(a)~4>0 (8)n4>0 (0). On the other
hand by (7.4) we also have Wo(8)o(a)E4>0 (8)+ , w0 (0)o(a)~4>0 (0)n4>0 (0), which
implies ow0 (8)o(a)E4>0 (8)-. It follows that o and w0 (0) commute, hence we are
done.
7.6. Lemma. Let (o,O), fl be as in (7.4). Then w0 (0) and o• commute.

Proof Since, by (7.5), 4>0 (0) is()• -stable, we have o• w0 (0)0• (4>0 (0)+) = 4>0 (0)-, hence
= W0 (o).

o•w0 (0)0•

Summarizing (7.4), (7.5), (7.6) we have obtained the following result:
7.7. Theorem. Let (o,8) be an admissible pair of commuting involutions of (X, 4>) and fl
a strong (o,0)-basis of 4>. Then w0 (8), w0 (0), ()• and o• mutually commute.
7.8. Remark. Note that for the proof of this result it is only needed that 4> has a
strong (o,0)-order and that_4> is both o- and 0-normal. Under these conditions it is
also possible to prove that 4>a,l1 is a root system with Weyl group Wa,/1·

7.9. Definition. A pair of commuting involutions (o,8) of (X,4>) is called basic if 4>
has a strong (o,0)-basis fl for which w0 (8), Wo(o), o• and o• mutually commute.
These basic pairs of commuting involutions suffice to obtain all the admissible
pairs of commuting involutions of (~4>). We still need a characterization of the roots
in fl lying above a restricted root in l:la,11 •

7.10. Lemma. Let (o,O) be a basic pair of commuting involutions of (X,4>) and let fl be
a strong (o,8)-basis of 4>. If a, /JEil such that a=l=P and 'IT(a) = '11'(/J), then a equals
8. (P) or o. <P> or o. o· (/J).
Proof Let V be the subspace of x•(l)®zR spanned by 4> (see (2.1)). Arguing as in
(2.10) we obtain:
a+o· (a)+o· (a)+o· o· (a)= p+8· (P)+o· (P)+o· 8. (P)+f>
with f>ESpanflo(o,8). From this we deduce, as in (2.10), that f, = 0 and a equals

o· (P) or O • (P) or O• (). (/J).
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7.11. Theorem. Let (o,O) be a pair of commuting involutions of (X,«I>). Then (o,O) is
admissible if and only if (CJ,fJ) is basic and both CJ and fJ are admissible.
Proof This result is proved by using more or less the same arguments as in (3.7).
If (o,fJ) is admissible, then both CJ and fJ are admissible involutions and also (CJ,fJ) is
basic by (7.7). So it suffices to show the "if" statement.
Assume (CJ,fJ) is basic and CJ, fJ are admissible ~volutions of (X,«I>). Let {Xa}aE~1) be
a realization of cl> in Gas in (3.1) and let a ,fJEAut(G,T) be involutions inducing o
resp. fJ on (X,«I>).
Since both CJfJ and fJCJ induce CJfJ on (X,«I>) it follows from the isomorphism theorem
(see Springer [24,11.4.3]) that there is a tET such that CJfJ = fJCJlnt(t).
If aE«l> 0 (0,0) then, since «l>0 (CJ,fJ) = «l> 0 (fJ)U«l>0 (CJ), we have by (3.4) Ca,9 = c.,.(a),9 = l
or Ca,a = C8(a),a = l. But then

which implies a(t) = I.
Let t:,, be a strong (o,fJ)-basis _?f_ cl> and write CJ= -CJ•w0 (CJ), fJ = -fJ•w0 (fJ) with
respect to t:,, (see (2.8)). Since UafJ = alnt(t) is an involution, we get Int(o(t)t) = id,
hence CJ(t)t EZ(G). Similarly we get fJ(t)t EZ(G). It follows now from (3.5) that for
any a E cl> we have:
a(t) = (}* (a)(t) = CJ• (a)(t) = CJ•(}* (a)(t).
If yE!:,,.,. 8 and a,/3Etl, a=/=/3 such that 7T(a) = 77'(/3) = y, then it follows from (7.10)
that /3 ~ CJ•(a) or fJ*(a) or CJ.fJ.(a). Similarly as in (3.7), take now, for each_yEA.,,o,

an aEtl such that y = 7T(a) and choose Uy ET~8 such that .\(u.y) = l for .\Etlo, .\=/=y
and y(u~) = a(t).
.
Take u=
u.y. Then by (7.10) and (3.5) we find a(tu4 )= I for all aEtl. So

IJ

yEd_,,

tu4 EZ(G) and it follows that Int(u)- 1alnt(u)O = Olnt(u) - 1alnt(u). This proves the
result.
7.12. Related involutions of (X,«I>)

Whether two involutions CJ and fJ of (X,«I>) are basic or not can be detected from their
indices. To show this we need besides conditions to assure that CJ•, o•, w0 (fJ) and
w0 (CJ) commute, also an order on cl>, which is simultaneously a CJ- and fJ-order.
Definition. Two involutions o,fJ of (X,cl>) (not necessarily commuting) are said to be
related if cl> has a basis t:,,, which is simultaneously a o- and fJ-basis of cl>. In this case
t:,, is called the relating basis of cl> (relative to (CJ,fJ)).

Analogously to (2.11) we can define an index for a relating pair of involutions of
(X,«1>):
7.13. (u,6)-indices

Assume that X is semisimple.
For a pair of related involutions (o,O) of (X,«I>) and a relating basis t:,, of cl>, call the
sextuple (X,tl,~(CJ),tlo(fJ),CJ•(t:,,),O*(t:,,)) an index of (o,fJ) (or (CJ,fJ)-index).
This (o,fJ)-index determines both o and fJ. If (o,fJ) is basic (resp. admissible) then we
call this also a basic (resp.
admissible) (CJ,fJ)-index.
Two indices
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isomorphic if there is a wEW(<I>), which maps (X,A,A0 (0 1),~(8 1)) onto
(X,A',A~(o2 ),A~(82 )) and which satisfies:
wOi(A)w-

1

= o;(A') and woi(A)w- 1 = o;(A').

7.14. Remarks. (I) The above index of (o,8) determines the indices of both o and (J
and vice versa. When a and (J commute, then this definition of (o,8)-index is an
extension of the definition of the Satake diagram corresponding to the action of f =
{id,-0,-8,08} on (X,<I>). In our situation we have additional actions of o and (Jon
<1>0 (0,8).
(2) We can make a diagrammatic representation of the (o,8)-index by colouring black
those vertices of the ordinary Dynkin diagram of <I>, which represent roots in
~(o)UA0 (8) and giving the vertices of ~(o)U~(O) which are not in ~(o)n~(O) a
label o or 8 if o(a)=#= a or 8( a)=#= a respectively. The actions of o• and o• are
indicated by arrows. Like in (2.12) we omit again the actions of a•, o• on X0 (0),
X.(T) respectively.
Here is an example with <I> of type A 9 :

·~
8

0

This (o,8)-index is obtained by gluing together the indices

.

(J

,,,..---,,-:;,-:::=======~~~
of o resp. 8 with the above recipe
Note that such a diagram represents the indices of both (o,8) and (8,o).
(3) If o,8 are related involutions of (X,<I>), then they need not commute. One can
easily see this in the following example of a (o,8)-index, where <I> is of type A 2 :

------0

8

From (7.2) we see that o and (J cannot commute.
(4) An index of (o,8) may depend again on the choice of the (o,8)-basis of <I>.
Similarly to (2.13) we can prove:

7.15. Proposition. Assume X is semisimple and let (o,8) be an admissible pair of
commuting involutions of (X, <I>). Let A,A' be strong (o,8)-bases of <I>. Then
(X,A,~(o),A0 (8),o• (A),o• (A)) and (X,A',A~(o),A~(O),o• (A'),o• (A')) are isomorphic.
In particular there is a bijection between the W-isomorphism classes of admissible pairs
of commuting involutions of (X, <I>) and the isomorphism classes of indices of basic pairs
of admissible involutions of (X, <I>).

w;

Proof Since
corresponds to the Weyl group of 4>0 , 9 (see (6.18)), there is by (2.5)
a unique element wEWf(o,8) such that w(A) = A'. Since wEWf (o,8) we have
w(A0 (0,8)) = A~(o,8) and w(~(O)) = A~(O). But by (7.2) ~(o,8) = A0 (o)UA0 (8), so
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Similarly as in the proof of (2.13) one shows now that w satisfies:
wO*(A)w- 1 = (/*(A') and wa•(A)w - 1 = a•(A'), which proves the first statement. The
second statement follows immediately from this and theorem (7. I I).
Whether two related involutions of (X,<I>) are basic or· not can be detected now
directly from their (o,0)-index:
7.16. Theorem. Let a,8 be related involutions of (X, <I>) and A a relating basis of <I> with
respect to (a,O). Then (a,O) is basic if and only if
(1) a. and e• commute,
(2) A0 (8) is a• -stable and A0 (0) is e* -stable,
(3) for every connected component AI of Li0 ( 8) U Li0 (a) we have Li I C Li 0 (a) or
Li1 CLi0 (8).
Proof If (a,O) is basic, then (I) and (2) are clear and (3) follows from (7.2), using the
same arguments as in (5.9). So assume (I), (2) and (3) hold.
Then (2) implies that w0 (8) and a• (resp. w0 (0) and e•) commute, because
a• w0 (8)a • (A0 (8)) = - A0 (8) (resp. e• w0 (a)O* (A0 (0)) = - A0 (0)). So it suffices to show
that w0 (0) and w0 (8) commute or equivalently: Wo(a)w0 (8)w0 (a)(Lio(O)) = -A0 (8).
If aELi0 (a)nA0 (8), then w0 (a)(a) = -a•(a)EA0 (a)nl'.l0 (8) by (2). Similarly, since
A0 (0) is o•-stable, we have e•w0 (a)(a) = -e•w0 (a)(a)EA 0 (a)nli0 (8). Hence clearly
w0 (a)w0 (8)w0 (0) E -(A0 (0) n A0 (8)).
If aEA0 (8)-(A0 (a)nA0 (8)), then let Li 1 cA0 (a)ULi0 (8) be the connected component
such that aEA 1. By (3) we have A1 CA0 (8) and w0 (a)(a) = a+
L mp/3 with
/J E A (a) n A,
mp E Z , mp ;;;,,o. Since, by (2), we have:
0

- e• (a)= Wo(O)(a) E -(A (8) -(Lio(o) n A (8))),
0

0

it follows that w0 (a)w0 (8)w0 (a)E<l>0 (8) -, which proves the result.
With the above result and (7.15) it became an easy exercise to obtain all the indices
of basic pairs of admissible involutions of (X,<I>). Before we describe them, we need
again a notion of irreducibility.
7.17. Definition. A (o,0)-index S = (X,A,A0 (0),A 0 (8),a• ,e•) is called irreducible if Li is
not the union of two mutually orthogonal a• - and e• -stable non-empty subsets A1 ,
A2 • S is called absolutely irreducible if A is connected.

Note that S is irreducible if and only if A.,,8 is connected.
7.18. Oassification of irreducible admissible (u, 9)-indices

Assume that X is semisirnple and of adjoint type. Let (a,O) be a basic pair of nnntrivial admissible involutions of (X,<I>) with (o,8)-index S = (X,A,A0 (0),A0 (8),a• ,e•).
We assume that Sis irreducible. The standard pair in <§{a,O) (see (6.11)) will also be
denoted by (a,O). We shall use the Cartan notation to describe involutions, whose
index is absolutely irreducible (see table II).
If S is absolutely irreducible, then we denote the pair (a,8) by Xf9(type a,type _!),
where X denotes the type of <I>, i.e. one of A, B, ... , G and 1 = rank<!>, p = rank.A., ,
q = rank.Lie. For example A~/ = l·'(I,Illb) means that <I> is of type A2, - 1, a is of type
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-

-

Al, 0 is of type AIIIb and rankA" = 2/ - I, rank~ = /. We shall use the same
notation for the isomorphism class of the standard pair within a family §(o,O). To
describe the other isomorphism classes in '!j(a,O) we add the representing quadratic
element in _T;,8 • So if we write t: 1, • • • ,t:p for the quadratic elements in T;, 8 with
respect to ~ .IJ = {A 1 , • · • ,Ap} (see (6.5)), then in the above example A~/ = l,1(1,Illb)
denotes the standard pair (a,O) in '!j(a,O) and A~/ = l,1(1,Illb,t:t) denotes the pair
(a,Olnt(t:1)). For a classification of these quadratic elements, see section 8.
To make identifications with Berger's classification of affine symmetric spaces, it is
sometimes useful to take t:0 = e and to denote the standard pair by (o,Olnt(t:0 )) (see
table II).
In the classification of admissible irreducible (a,0)-indices with both a and O nontrivial, we have six cases:
7.18.1.

cf)

is irreducible and

a = 8

In this case, the (a,0)-index equals the index of O (and o). If F = C, then the
standard pair corresponds to the complexification of a Riemannian symmetric pair
and the quadratic elements give the K.:-spaces as described in Oshima-Sekiguchi [18].
See also section 9. As for the signatures of the standard pair, we note that
m - (A, aO) = 0 for all AE
so we have m + (A, oO) = m(;\_2_.
In table II we li~t the (0,0)-index, the diagram of ~. the multiplicities of the
restricted roots in ~. the quadratic elements in T;, 8 representing the classes in e(a,O)
(see section 8) and the type of Int(t:;) to determine the associated pair (see section 9).
We have added also some information to identify these pairs with Berger's
classification [2]. This will be explained in section 9.

6n,

7.18.2.

cf)

is irreducible and u=:/= 8

The diagrams representing the indices of (a,O) and (O,a) are listed Jn table IV. We
also give the type of (o,Olnt(t:;)) as explained above, the diagram of Aa,/J together with
the signatures of the standard pair, the quadratic elements in
8 representing the
classes in e(o,O) (see section 8) and the type of aT according to the notation in table
II.

T;,

7.18.3. (J) =

(J) 1 n(J)2

with (J) 1, (J)2 irreducible, u

= 8 and o(cJ, 1) = (J)2

In this case the (o,0)-index equals again the indices of O (and o). Here o• and o•
exchange the Dynkin diagrams of 4> 1 and 4> 2 • We denote (a,O) by (X1 X X 1), where X 1
denotes the type of 4>; (i.e. one of A, ... , G). If F = C these pairs correspond to the
symmetric pairs (gc ,g), where g is a real semisimple Lie algebra of inner type (i.e. g
contains a compact Cartan subalgebra) and gc its complexi__!ication.
In table !II we give the type of (O,Olnt(t:;)), the diagram of~ . the multiplicities of the
roots in ~ and the quadratic elements representing a class in e(a,O).
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= •1 IIcJ)2 with •1 ,cr,2 irreducible, o(•1 ) = •2, 8(cr, 1) = cr,2, a• =I= ff
Since both <1 = -u• and (J = -o*, this can only occur if Aut(tl>;) (i = 1,2) contains a
non-trivial diagram automorphism of order 2, i.e. ti>; (i = 1,2) is one of A 1 (l;;..2), D 1

7.18.4. er,

(l;;..4) or ~ - In this case (u,fJ) and (8,u) are isomorphic and we denote (u,8) by

(2 X 1 X 2 X 1) , where 2 X 1 denotes the twisted Dynkin diagram of ti> of type X 1 ( see

(2.9)). If F = C these pairs correspond to the symmetric pairs (gc,G), where g is of
outer type.
_
In table V we list the type of (u,fJ), the (u,fJ)-index, the diagram of da,() together with
the signatures of the standard pair and the quadratic elements representing the
isomorphism classes in ef.,u,fJ).
7.18.5. er,

= cf) 1IIcJ)2 with cf)1, cr,2 irreducible, o(cf) 1) = cr,2 , 8(•;) = er,; (i = 1,2)

The diagram representing the indices of (u,fJ) and (fJ,u) is a double copy of the index
of (J I11>, and the action of u • is described by arrows connecting both diagrams.
Moreover 4>a,9 ~ 4»9 I., and for AE 4>a,9 we have m + (;\~(}) = m - (A, ufJ), which
equals again the multiplicity of the corresponding root in ct>91 ., . All pairs in <:J(u,fJ)
are isomorphic ( see section 8). In Berger these pairs are denoted by gc, fc) and
(gEBg, g), where g is a real semisimple Lie algebra and f a maximal compact
subalgebra of g. The pairs (gc , fc) are associated to the ones in (7.18.3) and (7.18.4).
(See also (9.4).)
7.18.6.
o(cf)3)

=

.4,

.4,

cf)= • 1IIcJ)2IIcJ)3I1cJ)4
8(cf)1)
8(cf)2)

=

.3

with

=

•;

(i

= 1,2,3,4)

irreducible,

o(cJ, 1)

= •2,

The diagram representing the index of (u,8) and (fJ,u) consists of four copies of the
Dynkin diagram of tl> 1 and the actions of <1 • and o• are described by arrows. Here is
an example of tl> 1 of type A 1 :
(1

.

(1

~
0

.

~

0

0

0

~

o·
In this case is 4»a, 9 isomorphic to tl> 1 and m + (A,ufJ) = m - (;\,ufJ) = 2 for all AE4>a,/J·
All pairs in <:J(u,fJ) are isomorphic (see section 8). These pairs correspond in the real
case to symmetric pairs (g" ,g), where g is a real semisimple Lie algebra of compact
type and g" obtained by extension of the base field of g to F = H, the quaternions.
Summarizing we have obtained the following result:
7.19. Theorem. Assume X is semisimple and of adjoint type. Then the irreducible
indices of admissible pairs of commuting involutions (u,O) of (X,tl>), where <1,0=/=id, are
exhausted by the indices in (7.18.1-6).
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~u, 6)

In this section we shall determine a set of representatives for the isomorphism classes
within a set ~o,O).
8.1. Let (o,8) be a pair of involutorial automorphisms of G, A a maximal (o,8)-split

torus of G and T:JA a (o,8)-stable maximal torus of G such that Ti resp T; is a
maximal 8-split resp. a-split torus of G (see (5.13)). We shall write cl> for cI>(T), X for
x• (T) and W for W(T).
For a closed subgroup H of G, we call two pairs (0 1,8 1) and (02 ,82 ) in '5'
isomorphic under H if there exists hEH such that Int(h)o 1 Int(h)- 1 = o2 and
Int(h)8 1 Int(h)- 1 = 82 .
In (5.16) we showed that any pair in q](_o,8) is isomorphic to a pair
(o,8Int(a))E'?J'A(o,8). As for the possible isomorphisms between these pairs, we can
restrict ourselves to NG(A):

8.2. Lemma. Two pairs (o,8Int(a 1)) and (o,8Int(a2 )) in '?J'A(o,8) are isomorphic under
G if and only if they are isomorphic under NG(A).
Proof It suffices to show the "only if" statement. Assume gEG such that
Int(g)olnt(g) - 1 = a and Int(g)Olnt(a 1g- 1) = 8Int(a2 ). Since both gAg- 1 and A are
maximal (o,8Int(a2 ))-split tori of G, there exists by (5.15) hE(G., nGoint(a,))0 such
that hgENG(A). This proves the assertion.
8.3. Remark. The question whether two pairs in '?J'A(o,8) are isomorphic under
NG(A) can be reduced to the case where G is adjoint. Henceforth we assume this for
the remaining part of this section.
8.4. Action of W(A) on '?J'A(u,6)

Let (o,8) be a standard pair. Then by (6.15) every wEW(A) has a representative
hE(G., nG8 ) 0 • So W(A) acts on the pairs in '?J'A(o,8), namely if (o,8Int(a))E'?J'A(o,8),
wEW(A) and hE(G., nG8 ) 0 a representative of w, then Int(h)oint(h)- 1 = a and
Int(h)Olnt(a)Int(h)- 1 = Olnt(hah- 1) = 8Int(w(a)).
Denote the set of quadratic elements of A by F(A). In (8.13) we shall describe a set
of representatives of the W(A)-conjugacy classes in F(A). We are then left with the
question when two pairs in '?J'A(o,O) are isomorphic under Zc,(A). We deal with the
latter question first.
8.5. Proposition. Let T,A be as in (8.1). Then two pairs (o,Olnt(a 1 )) and (o,8Int(a2 ))
in '?J'A(o,O) are isomorphic under ZG(A) if and only if there exists tET such that o(t) = t
and a1 a 2 = O(t)C 1.
Proof If t ET satisfies the above conditions, then Int(t) is the desired isomorphism.
So assume there is gEZc,(A) such that Int(g)oint(g)- 1 = a and Int(g)Olnt(a 1g)- 1 =
Olnt(a2 ). As in (1.4) let T;o = {tETloO(t) = C 1 }. Now T;o and g(T;o)g- 1 are both
maximal 08-split tori of Za(A), so by (1.5), (1.6) and (5.3) there is
hE(Zc,(A)nG., nG8 ) 0 such that hgEZZo(A)(T;o) = Zc,(AT;o) = Zc,(T;Ti).
Now T and hgTg- 1h - 1 are maximal tori in Zc,(AT;o) and since the derived group of
Za(AT;o) is contained in Zc,(A)nG., nG8 ) 0 , there exists kEZc,(A)nG., nG8 ) 0 such
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a2 = a 1O(t)C 1, which proves the result.
For a standard pair we can even prove a stronger result:
8.6. Corollary. Assume (o,O) is a standard pair. Let T,A be as in (8.1) and aEF{A).
Then (o, 0) and (a, Bin t( a)) are isomorphic if and only if there is t ET such that a( t) = t
and a= O(t)C 1.
Proof The result follows immediately from (8.5), (8.2) and the fact that by (6.15) any
wEW(A) has a representative in (G0 nG8 ) 0 •
It is possible to characterize these quadratic elements O(t)C 1 occurring in (8.5) as a

product of a quadratic element in (T; )"/ and one in (Ti);; . This is useful for
checking whether in an explicit example two pairs in '!SA(o,O) are isomorphic under
Z0 (A). However we shall not use this result for the classification.

8.7. Corollary. Let o, 0, T and A be as in (8.5) and aEF{A).
statements are equivalent:
(1) There is a tET such that o(t) = t and a= O(t)C 1,
(2) a= xy where xE(T;)/, yE(Ti):, x2 = y2 = e,
(3) there is a t ET such that O(t) = t and a= o(t)C 1.

Then the following

Proof (1)~(2): Assume tET such that o(t) = t and a= O(t)C 1. Write t = t 1t 2 t3 t4

with t 1 E(T:)it, t2 E(Ti):, t3 E(T;)it, t4 EA. Then t2 t3 t4 satisfies the same
conditions, so we may assume t = t2 t3 t4 . From o(t) = t we see that (t 3 t4 )2 = e and
since O(t3 t4 Xt 3 t4 )- 1 = t 4 2 , we obtain 1: = e and also t1 = e. Now a= O(t)C 1 =
t 2 2 t4 2 = t 2 2 t 3 2 , so it follows that t1 = e. Taking x = tL y = tj the result follows.
(2)~(1): Assume now that a= xy as in (2). Let t1 E(Ti): be such that tr= x and
let t2 E{T;)it be such that d = y. Since yETi nT; and Ti nT; = A (see also
(8.9) below) there exists a t3 EA such that tj = y. If t = t 1t2 t3 , then
o(t) = t 1ti 1tj"" 1 = t 1t2 t 3 y2 = t and O(t)C 1 = t 1 2 tj"" 2 = xy = a, which proves (I).
The equivalence of (2) and (3) follows by symmetry.
8.8. A characterization of the quadratic elements of A

We can describe the quadratic elements{!! A as a product of quadratic elements of T.
Let 6. be a strong (o,8)-basi~ of <I> and 6.,,, 8 the corresponding basis of <l>(A). Since
the elements of both 6. and 6.,,, 8 are linearly independent, we can find for eac~ a E 6.
an w0 EX.(n such that <a,wp> = 130 ,p for a, /}_E6.. Similarly for each ;\El:J.,,,9_let
Y>-. EX.(A) be such that <A,Y>-.' > = 13>-.,>-.' (;\, ;\'E!:J.,,, 8 ) . In (6.6) we defined for ;\El:J.,,, 8
the quadratic elements t:>-. = Y>-.(-1) EA. Since (o,O) IT is a pair of basic involutions
of (X,<I>) we can describe t:>-. also in terms of the one parameter subgroups w0 (a E6.).
8.9. Lemma. Let ;\ E 6.,, 8· For <l>(T,;\) n 6. we have the following possibilities:
(1) <l>(T,;\)n6. = {a} with a= o°(a) = o•(a);
(2) <l>(T,;\)n6. = {a,a•o°(a)} with either o·(a) = a or o·(a) = a;
(3) <l>(T,;\)n6. = {a,o•(a),O.(a),o•o•(a)}.
In these three cases we have for£>-., respectively,
(1) t'.).. = w 0 ( - J);
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(3) £>.

= (waWa'tl'(a)X-1);
= {WaWa'(a)Wlf(a)Wa'IJ°(a)X-1).

Proof The first statement follows immediately from lemma (7 .10). As for the other
statements note first that, since G is adjoint, {wa }a Ed is a basis of X.(1). But then
every quadratic element of T is a product of the quadratic elements <.ia(-1) (a EA).
In particular there is a subset A' CA such that £>. = II Wa ( - I).
aE~
Since for a EA we have a(£>.) = a(Y>. ( - I)) = (- I t a), r, > , the result follows from
the definition of the Wa (a EA) and the first statement.

8.10. Remark. If (o,fJ) is normally related to T, then it follows from this result, (3.5)
and the fact that A0 (0,fJ) = Ao(o)UAo(fJ), that T~e = T; nTi. Since we won't need
this in the sequel we leave the proof for the reader.

For arbitrary quadratic elements of A we note:

8.11. Lemma. Let £EF(A). Then there exists a subset A1 of ~ .8 such that£= II£>..
>. Ed1
In particular F(A) is completely determined by the set of indecomposible roots <l>(A)'.

This follows immediately from the fact that ~ .8 is a Z-basis of

x• (A).

Since also W(A) is generated by the reflections s» with ;\.EAa, 8 c<l>(A)', it
follows that for determining a set of representatives of the W(A)-conjugacy classes in
F(A) we may restrict ourselves to <l>(A)', which is reduced. Henceforth we will
assume that <l>(A) = <l>(A)'.
8.12. Action of the affine Weyl group on F(A)

Assume G is sernisimple, <l>(A) is reduced and A, Aa,8 are as in (8.8). Write X.(A)
additively and let E = X.(A)®zR . For xEE, let t(x) denote the translation of E
along the vector x and let Q denote the group of the translations t(v), where
v = ~ m»A v with m» EZ and;\. v E<l>(A)v a coroot.
>. El\..,
If W3 (A) denotes the affine Weyl group of <l>(A), then W3 (A) is the semidirect
product of W(A) and Q (see Bourbaki [5,Ch.VI,no.2.1)). For nEN let
l
An = {-( ~ m»Y>.)lm» EZ}
n >. E;i__,
and let gn EF* be a primitive n-th root of
l
-( ~ m» Y>.) n
>.El\..,

unity. Define now c/>n : An-A by
I
-( ~ m» Y>.Xgn)n
>.El\..,

Q acts transitively on the fibers of <l>n • In particular for n = 2 we get '1>i(A 2 ) = F(A).
Moreover since W3 (A) = Q.W(A), the orbits of A2 under the action of W3 (A)
correspond one to on~ to the W(A)-conjugacy classes in F(A). Let C be the chamber
of E with respect to Aa,e and P0 the unique fundamental regi~ in C ~ntaining the
origin in its closure. Deno_.!e the closures of C resp. P0 by C resp. P0 • Now any
W 3 (A) orbit in E meets P0 exactly once (see Bourbaki [5,Ch.VI,no.2.l]). So if
R = A2 n P0 , then <l>i(R) is a set of representatives of the W(A)-conjugacy classes in
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applying still a Weyl group element, we obtain the following result:
8.13. Proposition. Assume cl>(Al._ is irreducible. Then any element of F(A) is conjugate
under W(A) to one of the £x, >-.. E ~. 11, as given in table VI.

For more details on the proof we refer to Borel-Siebenthal [4] who also derived this
result in a slightly different context. They work with compact groups, but this specific
result depends only on the action of the affine Weyl group. See also OshimaSekiguchi [ 18).
We still need to determine which of these £x in table VI give rise to isomorphic
pairs in <ffA(a,fJ). This depends only on the signatures of the simple roots:
8.14. Theorem. Assume G is semisimple and let (o,8) be a pair of commuting
invo!_utorial automorphisms of G. If T, A, d and d 0 ,11 are as in (8.8), then, for any
"A.Ed0 , 11 with m +(>-..,08) = m - ("A.,a8), the pair (a,8Int(£x)) is isomorphic to (a,8).

It is possible to prove this result by checking the condition (2) of (8.7) for all the
irreducible (a,8)-indices in (7.18.1-6). We shall give another proof by proving five
lemmas, which deal with all, except three, cases.
For (8.15)-(8.19) we assume that G, T, a, fJ, d are as in (8.14).
8.15. Lemma. Assume aEd-d0 (a,8) such that o•8•(a)=/=-a and either a•(a) = a or
8•(a) = a. If>-..= ?T(a) then (a,8Int(£x)) is isomorphic to (a,8).

Proof Let t=w0 ( - l)ET. Then P(t)= 1 if PEd-{a} and a(t)= -1. Let
u = ta8(t - 1) . Then uET.;e (see (1.4)), so for PEd we have P(u) = P(t)a•8•(P)(C 1) ,
because a8(P) = a•8•(p) + y, where y lies in the Z-span of d 0 (0,8).
Now since P(u) = 1 if P=I=- a or a•()• (a), it follows that Int(£x) = Int(u), so by (8.5) we
are done.
8.16. Lemma. Assume aEd-d0 (a,8), such that a•8•(a)
8•(a)=/=-a. If>-..= ?T(a) then (a,8Int(£x)) is isomorphic to (o,8).

=/=-a, a•(a)=/=-a and

Proof Lett= w0 (-l), x = t8(C 1 ) and u = xa8(x - 1 ) = to(C 1 )o8(C 1 )8(t). Similarly
to (8.15) we have for /3Ed: P(u) = P(t)a•(p)(t)8.(P)(t- 1)o•8•(p)(t- 1). So P(u) = a(t)
-1 if P equals one of a, o•(a), ()•(a), o•8•(a) and {3(u) = 1 for the other roots in
d. It follows that Int(u) = Int(£x) and the result follows now from (8.5).
8.17. Lemma. Assume aEd-da(a,8) such that ()*(a)= a•(a) = a and let >-.. = ?T(a).
If a is contained in a subdiagram of the (a,8)-index of the form
I

2

3

lk- 1

a

e--o--e--·.. -e----o-- ... a

a

a

Then (a,8Int(£x)) is isomorphic to (a,8).
Proof Assume that the roots of d are numbered as in the above diagram and that
k

a= a 2k.

For i = 1, ... , k let t; = w«:u - , (-1). Take t =

II t;

and let u = ta8(C 1) .

i=I

Then for i = l, ... ,k we have a 2; - 1(u) = au - 1(t)2 = I. Moreover for i = l, ... ,k-1 we
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have
a2;(u) = a2;(t)o8(a2J(t - t) =
(a2i - 1a2ia2;+1Xt-1) = a2; - 1(t- t)a2;+t(t-t) = 1.
Since a21c(u) = a21c(t)a8(t-t) = w0 (a)Wo(8)(a21c)(Ct) = a2k - 1(Ct) = -1 and /3(u) =
1 for /3E6., /3=/=a1 (i = 1, ... ,2k) it follows that Int(u) = Int(£>J, which proves the
result.
8.18. Lemma. Assume that the (a,8)-index has a sub diagram of the form
1

6

Ti

5

J

I

o--e-..._e-o
a
a
a
and cl>0 (a) = 0, cl> 0 (8) of type D4. If At = '1T(a1) and A2 = ?T(a6), then for i = 1,2
(a,8Int(£>.)) is isomorphic to (a,8).
Proof Let tt = wa, (- l)wa, (-1) and t2 = Wa. (- l)Wa, (-1). Put Ut = tt a8(t 1) and

1

u2 =t2a8(t 2 t). Similarly as in (8.17) it follows that Int(ut)=Int(£.\,) and
Int(u2) = Int(£.\, ), hence the result follows from (8.5).
8.19. Lemma. Assume the (a,8)-index has a subdiagram of the form :

l :· :· ~>fJ

a

O&O"

•

a

a

If A= 'IT(a), then (a,8Int(£,\)) is isomorphic to (a,8).

Proof Put t 1 =wp(-1), t2 =w,,·cp)(-1), t=ttt2 and u=taO(Ct). Similarly as in
(8.17) one verifies that Int(u) = Int(£,\), so the result follows by (8.5).

8.20. Proof of Theorem (8.14). Applying the lemmas (8.15-19) to the irreducible
(a,8)-indices in (7.18.1-6), we are left with three cases, which do not satisfy any of the
conditions in one of these lemmas. For each of them we shall give a quadratic
element uET;, such that Int(u) = Int(£,\), which will prove the result by (8.5). As an
examr,le we ,shall _treat the following case in more detail.
(1) C~(Ilb,Ila) with a= a2p.
We number the roots according to the Dynkin diagram below.
I

2

3

'Jp

'Jp+ I

e--o---.--- ... -e---o---e--.-... -e--e<==e

I

O

O

I

0

Cu - 2p

Let A= 'IT(a) = Ap, t = wa,, . , (-1) and u = taO(t - t ). Then Int(u) = Int(£,\), namely
w0 (8)(a) = sa,, _, Wt (a), where w1 is the longest element of W(C21 -2p) with respect to
6.nC21 -2p. Let /3ECi, - 2p be such that -/3 is the highest root of C2, - 2p with respect
to 6. n Ci, - 2p (see Bourbaki [5,Ch.VI,no.1.8)). Then /3(t) = 1.
Extend {a2p + t ,/3} to a maximal strongly orthogonal set of roots as in (4.13) and
write w1 as
a product of the corresponding reflections.
Then
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=
w0 (o)Wo(fJ)(a2p)(t)
=
s0 ,,+, s0 ,, _ 1 (a2p - 1a2pa2p + 1,B)(t) = ,B(t) = -1.
So
a2p(u) = ,B(t) = -1. Since clearly y(u) = I for y EA- {a2p} we are done.
(2) Dq•1(1 0 ,Ib) with a= ap.
/- 1

~ ----~·-·-./9
¾
9

9

Let A= ?T(a) = Ap, t = w0 , .,(- l)wa, _,(-l) and u = totJ(C 1). Then Int(u) = Int(£,\),
1(l,11) with a = a4 .
(3)

F:·

.--...~
I

2

0

3

0

4

0

Let a=a4, A=?T(a), t=w0 , (-I) and u=totJ(C 1).
completes the result.

Then Int(u)=Int(t,\), This

8.21. Corollary. The standard pair of a family CffA(o,tJ) is unique up to isomorphism.
Proof The result follows immediately from (8.14), (6.13) and (6.14).

We are left with the problem which of the remaining£,\ give rise to isomorphic pairs
in CffA(o,tJ). That they are not standard can be seen by looking at the corresponding
rank one subgroups.
8.22. Restricted rank one subgroups

Let (o,tJ) be a standard pair and assume T, A are as in (8.1). For AEcl>(A) let
cl>(A) = {a E cl>(T)la IA = IDA, mE Z} . This is a closed symmetric subset of cl>(T). Let
now G(A) denote the (closed) subgroup of G generated by T and the root subgroups
Up, with ,BEcl>(A). It follows from Borel-Tits [3,p.74, prop. 2.2 and p.65, 2.3
Remark], that G(A) is reductive and that cl>(A) = cl>(T,G(A)).
Since fJ(A) = o(A) = -A, we see that cl>(A) and G(A) are o- and 0-stable. Moreover if
o 1 = a IG(,\), 0 1 =(}I G(X), then (o 1,Oi) is normally related to T and G(A) has restricted
(0 1,0 1)-rank one (i.e., rankcl>(A)a, ,IJ, = I).
8.23. Lemma. Let (o,tJ) be a standard pair and T, A as in (8.1). Let A be a strong
(o,0)-basis of_ cl> and ~ .IJ the corresponding basis of cl>(A). Let £,\ (A E~0 • 8 ) be as in
(8.8). lfAEAa,/J is such that m+(A,ofJ) =fo m-(A,ofJ) then, (o,tJint(t,\)) and (o,tJ) are not
isomorphic.
Proof Assume (o,tJ) and (o,Olnt(t,\)) are isomorphic (A EAo,8 ). From (8.6) it follows
that also (o,tJ) IG(,\) and (o,Olnt(t,\)) IG(,\) are isomorphic. So we may assume
G = G(A). Now

g = Z 0 (A)EBg(A,A)EBg(A,-A)EBg(A,2A)EBg(A, -2A)
On the other hand otJ I2.o(A) = otJint(t,\) IZo(A) and
otJ(g(A, +IDA))= otJint(t,\)(g(A, +IDA))= g(A, +IDA), m = 1,2.
Comparing the dimensions of the eigenspaces of otJ and otJint(t,\) in g, we conclude
that if (o,tJ) and (o,Olnt(t,\)) are isomorphic, we have m+(A,ofJ) = m-(A,ofJ). The
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8.24. Lemma. Let (u,8) be a standard pair. Let aEF(A) and t::,.'cti,,_8 be such that
a=

II t)..

Then (u,Oint(a)) is isomorphic to (u,8) if and only if m + (>,,uO)

= m - (>.,uO)

AEA'

for all >.EI::,.'.
Proof Assume >.Et::,.' such that m + (>.,uO) =I= m - (>.,uO). If (u,Oint(a)) and (u,8) are
isomorphic, then by (8.6) also their restrictions to G(>.) are isomorphic. But since
(u,Oint(a)) IG(X) = (u,8Int(£x)) IG(X) the result follows from (8.23).

We can prove now the following result:
8.25. Proposition. Let (u,8) be a standard pair. Let Ai,A 2 Ell0 , 8 be such that
m +(>.;, uO)=/=m - (>.; ,uO) (i=l,2). Then (u,8Int(£x)) and (u,8Int(£x,)) are isomorphic if
and only if£>., and£>., are conjugate under W(A).

Proof The "if" statement being clear, assume (u,8Int(£xJ) and (u,8Int(£x, )) are
isomorphic. By (8.4) there exists wEW(A) such that (u,8Int(w£x)) and (u,8Int(£x, ))
are isomorphic under Zo(A).
_
Let aEA be such that £x, = w(£x)a and let t::,.'cti,,,8 be such that a= II £x . Then
AE A,

by (8.5) (u,8) and (u,Oint(a)) are isomorphic. Hence by (8.24) m + (>.,uO) = m - (>.,uO)
for all AEI::,.'. We shall show now that a must equal e. Checking the signatures for
the simple roots for the irreducible (u,8)-indices in _(7.18 .1-6) (see also tables 11-V), it
follows that only the following four ca~es occur for «1>0 , 8 irreducible:
(1) m +(>.,uO) = m - (>., uO) for all >.El:::,.0 , 8. Then by (8.14) a:u,8) consists of a single
isomorphism class.
(2) m + (>., uO) =I= m - (>., 08) for all >. E Ll0 8 • Then a = e.
(3) m +(>.,uO) =I= m - (>., uO) for exactly one >.Ello,8· In this case >. 1 = >.2 , so there is
nothing to prove.
(4) 4>0 ,8 is of type Bn or BCn and m +(>.,uO) =I= m - (A,_EO) for all long roots in 60 ,0
and m + (>., uO) = m - (>., uO) for the single short root µ E 11,,,8 •
In thi~ case a = e or a = £,_..
Assume a = £µ. So w( £x, ) = £x, £µ.
Here
Ai,A2 E/i,,,8 - {µ}. On the other hand £µ£>., is conjugate under W(A) to£µ , what
implies that £>., is conjugate under W(A) to £,_.. So by (8.23) and (8.14) we obtain a
contradiction. Hence a = e.
Since (1)-(4) exhaust all the possibilities for «1>0 , 8 irreducible, the result is proved.
0

We shall say
admissible pair of
irreducible). Thus
isomorphism classes

that a:u,8) is irreducible if the index of the corresp~nding
commuting involutions of (X,CI>) is irreducible (i.e. «1> 0 , 8 is
we have obtained the following characterization of the
in e:

8.26. Theorem. Assume G is semisimple and T a maximal torus of G. Then the classes
a:u,8) in e correspond bijectively to the isomorphism classes of the indices of the
corresponding admissible pair of commuting involutions of (X, Cl>). The isomorphism
classes contained in a:u,8) are represented by quadratic elements of a fixed maximal
(u,8)-split torus A of G. For a:u,8) irreducible these are given in the tables II - IV.
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commuting involutorial automorphisms of G.
9. Oassification of semisimple symmetric spaces

In this section we shall show that there is a bijection between the set of isomorphism
classes of locally semisimple symmetric spaces and the isomorphism classes of
(ordered) pairs of commuting involutions as treated in the sections 7-8. Moreover the
fine structure as developed for pairs of commuting involutions, transfers directly to
the corresponding symmetric space.
9.1. Let G 0 be a real semisimple connected Lie group and denote its Lie algebra by

g0 • Let aEAut(G0 ) be an involutorial automorphism and let H be a closed subgroup
of G0 satisfying (G0 )~ CHC(G0 ).,. If{) denotes the Lie algebra of H (or (G0 ).,), then
the pair (G0 ,H) is called an semisimple symmetric pair and (g0 ,{)) a locally semisimple
symmetric pair. We shall write also (g 0 ,a) instead of (g0 ,{J). The symmetric space
G 0 / H is called a affine symmetric space. There is a bijection between the set of
locally semisimple symmetric pairs and the set of affine symmetric spaces G 0 / (G0 )~W e will restrict our analysis to the locally semisimple symmetric pairs.
Let g denote the complexification of g0 and let G = Aut(g)0 • An semisimple
symmetric pair determines a pair of commuting involutions of g.
9.2. Proposition. Let (g 0 ,a) be a locally semisimple symmetric pair. Then there exists a
Cartan involution (J of g0 such that afJ = Oa.

This is proved in Berger [2].
If 01,02, EAut(g 0 ) are Cartan involutions satisfying O;a = aO; (i = 1,2), then there
exists YE{) such that expY0 1exp-Y = 02 (see Matsuki [16)). In other words, if we
lift a, 01 and 02 to involutions of g, then the pairs (a,0 1) and (a,02 ) are isomorphic in
the sense of (5.15). Conversely starting with a pair of commuting involutions of g,
we obtain a locally sernisimple symmetric pair. This follows from the following result.
9.3. Lemma. Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra and 01 , · · · ,On commuting
involutorial automorphisms of g. Then there exists a compact real form u of g, with
conjugation -r, such that O;-r = -rO; for i = l, .... ,n.

This result is discussed in the thesis of B.Hoogenboom [ 13). Another proof goes as
follows. Let R denote the subgroup of Aut(g) spanned by 01 , ···,On. Since Risa
compact subgroup of Aut(g), there exists a maximal compact subgroup U of Aut(g)
contairiing R. Since U is maximal compact, also Un Aut(g)0 is a maximal compact
subgroup of Aut(g)0 and its Lie algebra u satisfies the above properties.
9.4. Dual and associated pairs

Let (fJ,a) be a pair of commuting involutions of the complex Lie algebra g and u a
(O,a)-stable compact real form of g with conjugation -r. Denote 0-r b_)'. (J and a-r by ci.
For a pair ( fJ, a), the first involution determines a real form. _Then (g 9 , a Io') is a locally
sernisimple symmetric pair, corresponding to (fJ,a). Here fl is the set of fixed p.9ints
of the conjugation Oin g. The set of fixed points of a in g9 will be depoted by g~ . It
follows from Helgason [11,Cp.X,l.4] that the isomorphism class of (g 9 ,aio-) does not
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The pair (o,O) is called the dual pair of (O,o) and th~ g>rresponding locally
sernisimple symmetric pair (g0 ,gj) is called the dual pair o.f (g0 ,g!). Similarly the pair
(O,oO) will b~ called the associated pair of (O,o) and (g 0 ,gZ11 ) the associated symmetric
pair of (g0 ,g!).

9.5. Let (O,o), 0 and g0 be as in (9.4). We can lift (O,o) to a pair of commuting
involutions of G = Aut(g)0 , which we denote also by (O,o). The pairs of commuting
involutions of G correspond bijectively with the pairs of commuting involutions of !h
Tlte tori occurring in section 1-8 correspond to the following subspaces of g9 .
Let g0 = fEBp be _the usual decol!lposition in eigenspaces of (J (i.e. a Cartan
decomposition of g0 ). Likewise let g9 = (JEBq be the decomposition in eigenspaces of
o IQ'· Now 0-split (resp. a-split and (o,0)-split) tori of G correspond to Cartan
subspaces of p (resp. q and p n q).
The characterization of the pairs of commuting involutions of G in section 5-8
gives a characterization of locallx. sernisimple symmetric pairs in terms of a (o,0)stable Cartan subalgebra t of g0 , such that t n p (resp. t n q, resp. t n p n_q) is
maximal abelian in p (resp. q, resp. p n q). These Cartan subalgebras of g0 are
frequently used in the analysis on sernisimple symmetric spaces (see [18)).
A symmetric pair is called irreducible if the adjoint representation of (J on q is
irreducible. This is equivalent to the notion of irreducibility defined in (7.17). From
(8.26) we obtain now.
9.6. Theorem. The isomorphism classes of the locally semisimple symmetric pairs (g 0 ,o)
correspond bijectively to the isomorphism classes of pairs of commuting involutions (O,o)
of g or Aut(g)0 • Here g denotes the complexification of g0 and (JI o., a Cartan involution
of g0 commuting with o. In particular, a pair (S,£~), where Sis an admissible irreducible
(O,o)-index and £~ one of the quadratic elements occurring with this (O,o)-index in
(7.18.1-6), represents the isomorphism class of an irreducible locally semisimple
symmetric pair.
In order to identify these results with those of Berger [2], we listed in the tables II
and VII the subalgebras g3(£;), where gj(£;) denotes the set of fixed points of Olnt(£;)
in g0 . In the tables we added also the type of oO, according to the notation in table
II. Together with the type of o (or 0) one easily determines now the associated pairs
(o,oO) and (O,oO). These are of importance in the Fourier analysis on symmetric
spaces and also in descriptions of orbits of sernisimple symmetric spaces under the
action of minimal parabolic subgroups (see Matsuki [16)).

9.7. A pair (O,o) is called self-dual if (O,o) is isomorphic to (o,O) and self-associated if
(O,o) is isomorphic to (O,oO) or equivalently if the associated dual pair is self-dual.
These pairs can be characterized as follows.

- 41 9.8. Lemma. Let (O,a)EAut(G) be a pair of commuting involutions. Then the
following are equivalent:
(1) (O,a) is self-dual,
(2) (J is isomorphic to a,
(3) there is a max imal 0-split torus A of G and a quadratic element t:EA such that
(O,a) = (O,Olnt(t:)).

Proof Since (3)~(1) follows immediately from (5.21.ii) and (1)~(2) is obvious it
suffices to prove (2)~(3).
If g E G such that Int(g)alnt(g- 1) = 0, then
1
0 = alnt(a(g)g- ) . By a result of Richardson [20,6.3] there is a maximal a-split torus
A of G such that a(g)g- 1 EA. Since A is also maximal 0-split, the result is clear.
9.9. Remark. If OEAut(G) is an involution, A a maximal 0-split torus of G and

t:EA, i1 = e, then the pair (0,8Int(t:)) corresponds to a symmetric pair of type~ . as
introduced by Osbima-Sekiguchi [18]. From the above result it is now clear that a
symmetric pair (g11 ,a) is of type ~ if and only if g11 and g0 are isomorphic. This
proves the inverse implication of Lemma 1.10 in Oshima-Sekiguchi [18]. In other
words, the single exception (so•(4/),su(2/ -i,i)+ y=-fR) (i odd), which occurs in
Berger's lists, does not exist (see also Remark 1.15 in Oshima-Sekiguchi [18]).
Remark. Berger [2] gives a description how one can obtain the affine
symmetric spaces from the locally semisimple symmetric pairs and the fundamental
groups. Together with later, detailed descriptions of the fundamental groups (see
Takeuchi [28] and Goto-Kobayashi [IO]) a complete description of the global pairs
can be obtained.
9.10.
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p

0----0- . . . -0 => 0

2 0
0 0
(i<p)

1(1 - q - p + I) I

2(q-p)
(i = p)

0

I 0 (11 - q - p+I) 0
0 0
(q-p)
0
(i < p)
(i = p)
2 0
2 0
(i<p)
2 0
2 0
(i<p)
4 0
0 0
(i<p)
4 0
0 0
(i < p)
I 0
0 0
(i<p)

(;

(J-.;;..;p)

(;

(1-.;;,;;p)

2(/ - p) I
2(/ - p) 2
(i=p)
2 0
I 0
(i = /)

A7 - P(1II0 )

B? - P(J)

q'(II.)

.,

C~(Ilb)

4(I - q - p) 3
4(q - p)

0

(i=p)
4(/-p) 3
4(/ - p) 0
(i = p)

(;

(J,;;;,<;;p)

<;
(J-.i-.p-1)

q - P(Il0 )

C~- P(Il 0 )

(1I-q-p) 0
(q-p)

(i=p)

0

•;

(J-.i-.p)

DY - P(ia)

~

~---~----<

Df,/(la,lb,<;)
(J,r;;;p,r;;;/-1)
(/;;;.4)
DVP(III. , I.)
(l"-p ,r;;;/-1)
(/ ;;;.2)
D~i 1(IIlb, la)
((,r;;;p,r;;;/-1)

(/;;;.2)

oV'(III., ,b, <;)
(/;;;.2)

8

p

I

0--0--·. ·-0~0

8

8

I
p-1
..-0----.-.. -~

8

p

8

'

I
p
~ o--o--.. -o~o

0

~ - -~
'

...

'

0

8

0

- - -e;-{,a•

0

P

I

0--0-- · . --o~o

0

a

I

I

..-0----.-···
I
8

~

0--0-- .. --0~ 0

8

a

I 0
0 0
(i<p)

(/-p) 0
(/-p) 0
(i=p)

2 0
2 0
(i<p)

4(/-p) I
4(/-p) 0

2 0
2 0
(i<p)

<;
(J,r;;;;,r;;;p-1)

D/ - P(I0 )

D~(IIl 0 )

(i=p)
2(2/-2p+l) I
2(2/-2p+l) 0
(i=p)

2 0
2 0
(i<I)

I 0
0 0
(i = /)

2 0
2 0
(i<I)

2 0
2 I
(i =/)

I 0
0 0
(i = 1,2)

I 0
I 0
(i =3,4)

D~ + 1(1Ilb)

<1

D~(IIl0 )

8
V,

t

0~2.{. 1(Illb, lb)
(/ ;;;.2)

~l

..-0----.-- .. .
I

8

8

8

I

I

I

a•

0--0--···-0~0

0

D~ltl(Ib)

I

E~·4 (1,II,<;)

~

I

2

3

4

0--0~0--0

~

<1

EhIV)

e·
I

EF(l,III)

0

• 1•
~

2

I

2

0

o~o

2

0--0

3 0
3 0
(i =I)

4 0
4 I
(i=2)

E~(I)

a
EF(I,IV)

I

0

• I· •
a

a

a

I

0

2

4 0
4 0

Et(II)

I

EP(II,111,,;)

0

• 1•
~

2

I

0

0=>0

4 0
2 0
(i =I)

2

4 I
4 0
(i=2)

•1

Ei(III)

0

a &8°

I

EP(II,IV)

0

• I· •
~

2

I

0

0

8 3
8 5

E~(l)

8 7
8 I

EhIV)

a
I

Et-2(111,IV)

0

•

I· •

2

I

0

0

~
a

E~·4 (V, VI, <;)

EP(V, VII,<;)

EP(VI, VII,<;)

V,

~
. .
~
. . .
~
. .
~
. . .
. . .

2

I

4

3

0---0=> 0---0

2

I

3

0=>0---0

2

I

0=>0

8

Ei·4 (V/II,/X, <;)

I

F:· 1(1,Il)

.......... => e--0

I

2

3

4

0---0=> 0---0
I

0

I 0
0 0
(i =1,2)

2 0
2 0
(i = 3,4)

•1

E➔ (VII)

I 0
0 0
(i = I)

4 0
4 0
(i =3,4)

•1

E1(VJ)

6 0
2 0
(i =I)

8 I
8 0
(i =2)

•1

E~(V)

I 0
0 0
(i = 1,2)

4 0
4 0
(i =3,4)

•1

E:(IX)

4 3
4 4

'

F'(I)
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Table 5
type (a,8Int(<;))

ii..,

(a,11)-index

a • ~
/- 1 I
I
2
0---0- ... -o---0---0-- ... -0--0
2
<2A21 - 1 X A21 - 1X•1)

"·tl. . -LL. . _LJ

I
I
0---0- " · -0~ 0

m +(>.,118)

m + (2.>,,,a8)

m - (X,118)

m - (:V.,118)

2 0

2 0

2 0
(j o;;./)

0 0
()=/)

2 0
2 0

2 0
2 2

(j o;;./)

(}=/)

quadratic
elements

,,

a • ~

"
~
I
2
/- I
/
0---0- ... -0---0--0--0- ... -0--0
(2A21 X 2A21)

J 1 1

11

a-Jo·
0---0- ... -0---0--0--0- ... -0--0

I
I
0---0-"·-0~0

a • ~
/- 1

'cf()

0---0I
2 ... _

(2o, x 2D 1)(,1)

a•

·} l -&()
! 1 ".

/- 1
I
0---0-· ·-0~0

2 0

2 0

0 0
Jo;;./ - 1)

2 0
(j = /)

'J
(lo;;.J,;;/ - 2)

0---0- ...

a•~
2
3
4

(21,;; x2 E;;X•1>

-Eiill
a•~

I

2

3

4

o--o~o--o

2 0

2 0

0 0
(j = 1,2)

2 0
(j = 3,4)

•1
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Table 6
11>

Dynkin diagram

A1 (/;;a,J)

0-0- ··· -0--0

B1 (/ ;;;.2)

quadratic elements
I

I

I

I

0-0- · · ·-0==> 0
I

I

BC, (/;;;.I)

0-0- · · · -0==>0

c, (/ ;;;.3)

0-0- · ··-0~0

I

I

~<

£J

(2J..;/+l)

(j

(j ..;/)

(j

(j ..;{)

(/ (2) ..;/)
£1

/- 1

D, (/;;a,4)

~

(/ (2) ..;/)
£/ - 1

£1

2

~

~

£1
£2

2

E1

~

£1
£2

(7

2

Es

~

F4

0--0==> 0--0

I

I

G2

2

3

4

£1

(g

£1

4

2

0--0

£1
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Table 7

(o,/J)-index

Af, t ( 1(I, II)
A}/~ 11.1(1,Illb ,<;)
Af/ ~/1- l(IIJb ,11,<;)

ll!(•i)

g/(<;)
ill>(/+l,R)

ilo.(2/ + 2)

i=O

ill(/ ,C) Ho(2)

so• (2/)

i=l

ill(/ ,R)Hl(/,R)+R

ilo(/ ,/)

i =O

i!,p (/ ,/)

su· (2/)+su• (2/)+R

i=l

s l(2/ ,R)

s l(2/ ,C)Ho(2)

A]/ t ( 21(IIIb ,II)

ill>(2/ + l,R)

s l(2/ + l ,C) Ho(2)

A/.P(J,IIJ0

ill(p ,R)Hl(/-p + l,R)+R

ilo(p,/ - p + I)

ill>(p ,2/ - p )

su• (2p)Hu (4/ - 2p )+R

sl>(p ,2/ + I - p)

s u • (2p )Hu• (4/ +2-2p )+ R

ilu(i,p - i)Hu(i - i,/ - p + i) Ho(2)

su(i,/ -i)Hu(p -i ,1 - p +i)Ho(2)

su(/ + 1-q-i ,q - p +i)+

su(i,/ + 1- q -i ) +

su(i ,p - i) H o(2)

ilu(p -i,q - p + i) Ho(2)

ilo(i ,p - i)Ho(2/ + 1- q - i ,q -p +i)

so(i ,2/ + 1- q - i) H o(p - i ,q - p +i)

)

Ai{.:.2/ - 1(111. ,II)
A,i1f+2/(JII 0 ,II)

Aif_1(Illb ,Illa,<;)
A?"'(III0 ,III0 ,<;)

1

o.. ;<.p

B?.P(J,I,<;)
C/.P(J,110

o.. ;..p o.. ;._p

)

C?f .1(1,Ilb ,<;)

i =O

o.. ;._p

Cif(Ilb ,11 0 ,<;)
D?"'(I 0 ,I0

,,;)

Df''(I• ,lb,<;)
Di11/>(IIJ0 ,10

ilu(/,/)+R
ilu(/ ,/) Ho(2)
ill>(i ,/-q-i)Hl>(p - ; ,q - p +i)

0-.;-.p - 1

sl>(i ,p - i)Hl>(i - i ,l - p +i)

!ll>(i ,/ - i) H l>(p -i,l - p +i)

o.. ;-.p
o.. ; ..,p -

ilo(i ,p -i)Ho(2/-q - i ,q - p +i)

ilo(i ,2/ - q - i) H o(p-i ,q-p +i)

ilo(i J-i)Ho(p - i ,1-p +i)

ilo(i ,p - i) Ho(/ - i ,1 - p + i)

so· (2p )Ho• (4/ - 2p)

!Ju(p ,2/ - p) + ilo(2)

)

i =O
i=I

Dh2/.t 1(11Ib,lb)
Eg·4(I,II,,;)

ilu(p,/ - p) Ho(2)

ill>(/ ,C)
!ll>(i,p - i)Hl>(l - q - i,q - p +i)

Di/'f 1(Illb ,I.)
Di,21(1110 ,lb,<; )

ill>(p ,R) H l>(/ - p ,R)
sl>(/,R)HIJ(/,R)

i=l

C? .P(JJ. ·"· ,<;)

0

1

so• (2p) Ho• (4/-2p +2)

ilu(p ,2/ + I - p) H o(2)

so• (2/)+so• (2/)
ilo(2/,C)

ilu(/,/) Ho(2)
ill(2/ ,R)+R

ilo(2/+1,C)

ill(2/ + l ,R)+R

su• (6)+ ilu(2)

ill>(3, l)

sl(6,R)+ ill(2,R)

sl>(4,R)

E'.g·2(1,III)

ilo(5,5)+R

s l>(2,2)

Eg·2(l,IV)

Fl

ill>(2,2)

ilo• ( 10) Ho(2)

ilu(5,l) H l(2,R)

!lo(6,4)Ho(2)

ilu(4,2) H u(2)

J'.t·

2(I,III,,;)

i=O
i=l

i=O
i=l

f.t·2(II,IV)

FI

s u• (6)+ ilu(2)

EJ·2(111,IV)

FIi

ilo(9,l)+R

Ef 4(V,VI,<;)

i =O
i= I

so· (12)+ s u(2)
ilo(6,6) + ill(2,R)

su(6,2)

El-3(V,VII,<;)

i=O

EII Ho(2)

ilu(6,2)
su• (8)

E-;'·3(VI,VII,<; )

EJl·4(VIII,IX,,;)
Ft, 1(1,II)

ilu(4,4)

i= I

EI+R

i =O
i=I

EIII +so(2)

s o( I 0,2) H l(2.R)

EII +so(2)

so· (12) Hu(2)

i =O
i= I

EVI+ ilu(2)
EVHl(2,R)

so( l2,4)
so· (16)

ilo(5,4)

ill>(2,l) H u(2)

Samenvatting

De classificatie van de locaal semisimpele symmetrische ruimten, zoals gegeven
door Berger in [2], is tamelijk onhandelbaar en geeft geen informatie over de
fijnstructuur van deze ruimten zoals het restrictie wortelsysteem met de
multipliciteiten.
In dit proefschrift worden de isomorfie klassen van geordende paren
commuterende involutieve automorfismen van een reductieve algebraische
group G geclassificeerd, waarbij G gedefinieerd is over een algebraisch
afgesloten lichaam van karakteristiek ongelijk 2. Hieruit is een handelbare
classificatie van de locaal semisimpele symmetrische ruimten af te leiden, met
hun fijnstructuur.
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STELLINGEN
behorende bij het proefschrift
ALGEBRAIC GROUPS WITH A COMMUTING PAIR OF INVOLUTIONS
AND SEMISIMPLE SYMMETRIC SPACES
van
A.G . HELMINCK

In de volgende vijf stellingen ZIJn de notaties als in § I van het
proefschrift.
I. Zij A een maximaal 8-gespleten torus van G en T een maximale torus
die A bevat met Weyl groep W(T) = W. Er is een bijectieve afbeelding
van de verzameling van de G~-banen van 8-stabiele maximale tori naar
de W-banen van involuties wEW met T; CA.
2. Situatie als in stelling 1. Stel dat w1, w2 involuties zijn in W met
T~ CA (i = 1,2). Dan zijn w1, w2 geconjugeerd onder W dan en slechts
dan als w1 IA en w2 IA geconjugeerd zijn onder W(A).
3. Zij A een maximaal (a,8)-gespleten torus van G en A 1 ::JA een
maximale 8-gespleten torus. Een involutie wEW(A 1) met (A 1);; 1 CA
beet (a,8)-singulier als de commutator groep van G., nZG((Ai): )0 een
8-split torus bevat van dezelfde dimensie als (A 1 );; . Er is een bijectie
tussen de verzameling van (G., n G 8 ) 0 -banen van a-stabiele maximaal 8gespleten tori en de W(A 1)-conjugatie klassen van (a,8)-singuliere
involuties in W(A 1) .
4. Een parabolische ondergroep P van G heet (a,8)-gespleten als P zowel
Aile minirnale (a,8)-gespleten parabolische
ondergroepen zijn geconjugeerd onder (G., n G9 ) 0 •
a- als 8-gespleten is.

5. Stel dat G gedefinieerd is over een grondlichaam kCF en dat 8
gedefinieerd is over k. De resultaten van Matsuki [16] voor k = IR,
F = C, kunnen worden gegeneraliseerd tot deze algemene situatie.
6. De resultaten van Matsuki [16] over de karakterisatie van banen van
affien symmetrische ruirnten onder de actie van minirnale parabolische
ondergroepen kunnen worden afgeleid uit werk van Rossmann [21].
7. Zij E een 7-dirnensionale vectorruirnte over een eindig lichaam en V
de ruirnte van de trilineaire altemerende vormen op E. Dan heeft GL(E)
11 banen in de projectieve ruimte behorend bij V.

8. Er is een constante m zodat voor elk eindig lichaam F het aantal
projectieve GL(E)-banen van trilineaire altemerende vormen op de 8dimensionale vectorruimte E over F ten hoogste m bedraagt.
9. Zij E een 8-dimensionele vectorruimte over een algebraisch afgesloten
lichaam van karakteristiek Oen Valsin stelling 7. Voor fEV definieer
R(f) = {xEEI f(x, E,E) = O}.
Er zijn 13 banen van GL(E) in V van vormen f met R(f)

= 0.

10. Door de as van een spektrometer onder een hoek /3 (20°~/3~60°)
te plaatsen ten opzichte van de draaias van de goniometer kan het
meetgebied vergroot worden.
11. Voor de situatie van de vorige Stelling moet de "Bragg relatie" als
volgt aangepast worden:
n,\

= 2dn sinOcos/3

Hierbij is dn de roosterconstante van het reflecterende kristal voor n° orde reflectie van een ro-ernissielijn van golflengte A.

